The Essence is Meditation
Sant Bani Ashram
Village 77 RB, Rajasthan
April 3, 1976

May I ask you some questions, Sant Ji?
Whatever you like.
I have general questions and personal questions. I'll just start with
personal. When I sit for meditation Master is very loving to me and He
gives me something, but I'm not worthy of it. I have difficulty with being
chaste, with brahmcharya. I have trouble being pure. For a short period,
a few days, I am okay. I remember the Master. And I have no desirefor
sex, for kam-lust. But then after a few days my mind demands and I
am weak. I need help. M y wife is very beautiful and she has no trouble
with this problem. So it is really my problem. I want to become pure. But
it seems . . . I don't try hard enough. I lack the strength. I lack the love
for the Master. So I am praying for that.
Well, when you are feeling kam [lust or sexual desire] you start
meditation. You have mind on one side and Satguru on the other side. If
you are diverted toward mind and your own feelings then you are going
to be a slave of mind. And if you divert your attention toward Master
then you can get Master.
Meditation is just like lighting up a light within. And if you go to the
light that will go on increasing. And in the place that is full of light, no
thief is going to come. The thief o f kam will not come to you if you are
meditating properly and meditating for a long time. If you are going to
meditate continuously for a long period then you will be getting more
love from Master. And if you have left meditating after ten or fifteen
days that will not bring so much love.
Unless you give time for meditation, two and a half hours or three
hours, you don't get to eat anything. As it is necessary for our body to
have diet it is also necessary for our soul-the diet of meditation. S o first
you give food to your soul, then afterward to your body.
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The knot that is tying up all those things, kam, or lust, krodh, or
anger, etc., that knot lies behind our two eyes, where the soul resides.
And when the soul gets free from this body and we rise above Trikuti,
then this kam, krodh, are not going to destroy anything. They are not
going to come attack our soul. That stage has nothing to d o with these
things. All these things are tied at that place behind the eyes. If you go
riding up and up by doing meditation daily you are not going to feel
anything about kam, or krodh, or the other passions. And it is necessary
for a satsangi to d o meditation and to be free from these diseases: this is
one type of disease, having kam, and krodh.
Because of karn or lust the souls comes down again in the body. And
because of anger the soul spreads all around. Where there is karn there is
no Naam. Where there is day there is no night and when there is night
there is no day.
S o one who is desirous of kam, krodh, or one who is greedy, he can
never d o meditation. Meditation is done only by the brave people. In
meditation we have to give up all our mind and our heart to Master. We
have to wander in search of Master. And if you have given up your heart
or your mind t o Master then why d o you think about karn or krodh? O r
why d o you give your mind to karn or krodh?
If you want to be a true disciple of Master you will be away from this
kam, and the way of being away from karn is meditation. If you
meditate you will be heading away from kam. And if you are going to
meditate for two and a half or three hours in the morning and the same
time in the evening also, three hours; if you are going to give that much
time for meditation you will be happy. And you will not be having any
desire of kam.
If you are doing meditation properly you will not be getting anything
in dreams also. When you are not stable in this world, then what are you
going to d o on the inner planes, where there are temptresses and spirits
who are very much more beautiful than anything in this world?
S o there is one shabda of Kabir that says, if you are going t o d o karn
with your own wife, or with any other's wife, or any other woman, you
are definitely going to suffer. It is the same thing: if the fire is burning
then if you put your hand inside, definitely you are going to burn your
hand. All fire is one. S o if you put your hand in fire you are definitely going to burn. This was said by Kabir.
Woman is a life companion but not for kam. We can get children by
having it once. Afterwards you are to clean your mind and go towards
the path of Truth. And neither the woman should look at you in that
way nor you should have any desire after having the child.
Take the example of a dog. H e is desirous of karn only at certain
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times, and the other times he doesn't go to any bitch. But man is always
desirous throughout the year. It is a very dangerous disease. And to prevent this disease, whenever you have desire of kam you sit for meditation. If you meditate you will never have such problems.
I have difficulty taking more than three hours a day for meditation
because of all the things I'm involved in. Should I leave off some of the
things I'm involved in?
If you're going to take time for all these worldly things then you
should also have time for meditation. You can carry out the things in
which you're involved and side-by-side you can also d o meditation.
There's no need to leave off these things.
I also have trouble with lust, and with my mind. Sometimes I don't
seem to have any control over my thoughts, or very very little. And I'd
like help with that.
Well, the helper is residing inside you. And if you are going to give attention to Him He is going to help you. Whenever a Sant initiates us, the
Sant always resides above all the nine openings of our body. If you take
your soul above these nine openings, then you will meet the Satguru.
When you get above the nine openings it's the duty of Master to take
care of you, just like a good mother cares for her child, that he should
not put his hand in the fire or go out. She looks after him.
Once somebody came to Master Sawan Singh and bowed down at his
feet and the Master told him to go away. The other devotees said,
"Master, give mercy." But the Master said, "At three o'clock in the
morning I go to each and every door with a basket full of mercy but
everybody's sleeping then and there is nobody to receive mercy from
me." That is the time of giving mercy, early in the morning.
There is one verse of Kabir: "A Satguru is always meant for giving
and not for taking. He always gives all things to others, to His
devotees." Master used to say that the Saints are always coming for giving to people, not to take. And there are very few people to receive from
them.
We see the physical body yearning in this world. But that is going to be
destroyed one day. And if we go and see in Sach Khand, we see the form
of Word, the form of Naam. Because we are the slave of our mind and of
our body we think that Sants and Masters are also slaves of their bodies
when we see them in the same form. But they are entirely different from
us. They go to Sach Khand and come back while living in the body. So
neither the body of a Sant nor the body of a devotee is going to remain
for a very long period.
The form of Satguru is Shabda or Naam and the form of the devotee is
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soul. So our soul is the servant and our Guru is the Shabda. The soul and
the Naam are not going t o be destroyed anytime. They are immortal.
The Kal power has attached mind to the soul; and the reign of mind is
given to all these indriyas, all the organs and faculties of our body.
Whatever the mind wants us to do, we do. And it doesn't allow us to take
the name of Satguru or to d o meditation.
Whenever Satguru comes to this world, H e always teaches how to
fight against this Kal power. The biggest enemy in this world of all
mankind is our mind. There is nobody else who is the enemy of man. S o
we are not to bow down to our enemy. We are to fight against him. You
be brave and fight with mind. So the weapon to fight against the mind is
the Naam. Satguru is always ready to help you. Remember Satguru,
every difficulty will be removed. S o you are to give more time for
meditation. Any other questions?
I have some questions about meditation. Master said that we should
meditate two and a half hours a day. But I'm not initiated. So when I try
to meditatefor a long time Iget very bad headaches and have to stop. So
one question is how should I meditate? What should I use for Simran
and how long should Isit at a time? Also, sometimes thesound comes into my right ear or it just seems to pour down from the top of my head.
Should I try closing my ears and listening to that sound even though I'm
not initiated?
You will be initiated before long-I promised to Russell and all other
satsangis, so at that time all your difficulties will be removed. Because
you don't have that inside you right now, the power which is to guide
you is not residing in you just now, that is why you are having some difficulties. Don't leave this sitting for meditation, just remember the form
of the Satguru. And if you are going to sit daily you can control your
mind or you can divert your direction of mind towards Satguru. And if
you sit daily you will be helped within yourself.
I will be helped within?
It is just like working. If you are working for a man or if you are working in a company, the company owner is going to give you some wages.
And it's just like if you're going to work for Master, that is you're going
to sit for meditation, Master will also pay you for your sitting in meditation. If you are getting desserts, if you are getting fruits of doing sins,
then you will also be benefited by the fruit of doing bhajan. Don't think
you are simply sitting and the Master is not listening to you. Each and
every one of your feelings is listened to by Master and He does reply to
your questions. But as you're not guided by that Power you are unable
to hear that. He is replying to each and every thing. Any other questions?
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I'm so happy to be sitting here and looking into your eyes.
[Laughter and some conversation ensue,]
Well, they are saying that before you get to Sant Ji you have many
questions arising in your mind but when you see Sant Ji you forget all
these questions.
Jim Russell also told me that, "When I'm not with you I have many
questions to ask you and I make up my mind that I should ask each and
every one of the questions which I have. But as soon as I see you I forget
all these questions."
Oh, I have another question. [Much general laughter] Ijust looked in
my book where I wrote some. Should people who are not initiated try
and keep the diary daily the same way that initiates do?
It's necessary. It's good for each and everybody. T o raise the spirit is
the goal of education. Everybody knows how to read and write. But in
the old days there was a Moslem Saint. H e used to throw one stone in a
ditch whenever he did any wrong thing. And once he got a lot of stones.
And he tried to reduce them. Diary makes the man perfect; it makes the
man's life. Because we are not remembering the Saints, that's why we are
going on doing sin. And diary is the thing which can tell us the part we
are doing wrong. If we are noting down all the sins which we are doing
by mistake, knowingly or unknowingly, then we are going to reduce or at
least we are going to prevent ourselves from doing those mistakes. And
when we are going to write down with our pen what mistakes we did we
will be ashamed to think that, "I a m so much downward that I am doing
this type of mistake." S o that's why you keep writing diary.
I have a question. Master Kirpal Singh said that it was important to try
to have a ruling passion in one's life. And I'm wondering i f you could
say more about how to develop a ruling passion for G o d . . . a controlling desire for God?
The essence of it is meditation. You develop after meditation. The
answer to all questions is meditation. The more time you give to meditation the more happiness you find.
Master Sawan Singh used to say to his servant, "You prepare my food
and put it on the shelf and whenever I would like to I would have that
food. No need to ask me for eating." And whenever he came from his
office he started on meditation. After four or five hours his mind asked
him to eat some food, and he started eating. This is how he controlled
His mind-first He gave diet to His soul and then to His body.
We are like dead bodies before our mind. Whatever mind wants us to
d o we do. And the work of the Satguru is to give life to us so that we can
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fight against mind. Because life comes from life. If we are going to
remember the true holy man we can at least get some of his qualities. We
can get radiation from him.
Well, there are a few who are slaves of Master or are like a dead body
before Master; they are doing what Master wants them to do. But there
are many who are dead bodies before the mind and they d o according to
the mind's will.
So there is one verse of Kabir that says there are many people who are
working according to their mind's will. And there are very few who are
working according to the desire and will of Master. So we eat, we
drink-whatever we d o in our daily life we are all doing according to our
mind's will.
Meditation is the medicine to control mind, or to destroy your mind's
feeling. We have got this man's body, and we have to use it in diverting
our attention towards Satguru. It is the form in which we can get
Satguru, and not in any other form. There is a verse of Guru Nanak that
says: You have wasted your day in playing, you have wasted your night
in sleeping, and this life is asprecious as a diamond. You have to use it in
meditation and searching for God.
There is a verse of Kabir Sahib: The birth as man is very precious to
us; in the same way that i f fruit falls down from the tree, it is not going to
get again to the tree-it is very precious. If you are not using this body
for meditation you don't know where you are going to go in another life.
It may be possible that we will not be diverted towards Satguru in that
form. So these devis and devtas (gods)-they are also waiting for this
man-body so that they can meditate and get Satguru. So the only benefit,
the only special thing about having man's body, is the search for God
and getting Satguru. You can get everything else in any other form. If we
are beasts, wild animals, we can still eat and sleep, and we can d o all
these things-kam, krodh, lobh, moh [lust, anger, greed, attachmentlbut we don't have such a mind-such a feeling-as will enable us to get
Satguru within us. That we have only in the man-body.
Kabir described the form of cattle: they have four legs, they are dumb
-they don't know how t o speak, how to remember-they don't have
such type of mind. So how can they get God? How can they get Satguru
within? The owner of a cow will always give a strict blow in order to
make the cow stand up, or sit down, or in order to carry the burden. In
that situation, how is the cow going to remember God? The owner puts a
ring in the hole in the nose; and the cow has to carry a plow with its
shoulders. They have to d o a lot of hard work, and in that situation they
are unable to remember Master. It gets cattle feed for eating, and not
good proper food. After working for the whole of the day on the farm,
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he is tied up in the owner's house-then also he doesn't have any free
moment. So he is always bound just like a slave. H e doesn't have any
special mind to think about Master or anything else except his work. The
form of that cow is got because in the former life he did not work according to the will of Satguru, so he is now getting such troubles.
Kabir used to say to one old man who was sitting there, "Old man,
you go and meditate." That old man always had some work at home to
d o first: "Well, I should give water or feed for the cattle." H e always put
his cattle before meditation. So in the next life, when he died, he came in
the form of a calf in the same home. Kabir was a very knowing man and
he saw that that was the same old man in the form of a calf. H e told that
calf, "Well, now you have become a calf. As soon as you will be grown
up you will be sold away to another man to pull a cart so that he may
ride. And you will have to carry heavy burdens. And afterward those
people will sell you to those who take oil from seeds, so you will have to
go round and round on a treadmill. And afterwards, when you will be
useless, they will sell you to the butcher. The butcher will cut you up and
will sell your skin to the drum makers, and they will beat you every
morning, playing the drum." So Kabir told him that, "Well, you have
earned so much bad karma that after you have died, all of your flesh is
eaten up. Then also you are getting a beating daily."
So we have to use our human body for meditation because we can get
each and every thing in any other body, but not this gift of meditation.
We can get children in each and every form. When we are going to die
then nobody will come to our rescue-neither wife nor our sons nor our
brothers-nobody else. Moreover all our wealth will remain here-no
one is going to keep us from dying. The One who helps in crisis is the true
friend; Satguru is the true friend. That's why Guru Nanak said that you
don't make friends of this type of people-you make only one friend,
and that is Satguru. And that true friend will never leave you even after
you die. All these worldly friends are going to leave you when you die,
but will continue in the other world also. Whoever is an initiate of the
Master will go to Sach Khand. Masters come into this world with responsibility to carry people to Sach Khand. They don't come to build any new
religion. They only come to unite the soul with the Oversoul.
The false gurus teach us to attach ourselves to all these temples. They
teach us that you go to temples, gurdwaras, and churches, etc. So
Satguru sends his man (the Guru) to prevent us from attaching ourselves
there, because if we go to the temple and d o this sort of thing, we are not
giving any time to our soul. That we are doing because our body needs it.
So the Satguru sends someone in the form of Master for us-to take us
to Sach Khand. So that's why the Master always used to say, "Oh man,

You Can Control Your Mind
August 23, 1976
Sant Bani Ashram
Village 77 RB, Rajasthan

So we can say that the effect of the mind is verypowerful on the body,
and this is why we should practice chastity, love for all life, etc.: so that
we can transform our habits to where the mind will always be directed
towards God in this practical sense-and not merely for social benefits.
Yes. Chastity and the other things will help in every aspect of life, and
also in the worldly affairs to which you have to attend.

In the West they sell commercial products by appealing to our sexual
desires. In the entertainment shows, and in commercial advertising, they
are using our sexual desires to make money, and so it is everywhere we
look.
In the army there are various types of people: some of them drink wine
and go to prostitutes. But I was never affected by them, and I was never
worried about them. In the evening some people used to drink wine and
come to my bed, dancing and using very bad words, but I used to sleep
like this [sheet up over his headj and I never paid any attention to them.
Sometimes they would pull the sheet from my body [laughter]but I never
allowed them t o take it from my eyes. S o in the same way in the West: if
people are doing such shows or things which give rise to lust, then you
don't look at that. You can control your mind. At that time you should
have your Guru on one side, and your mind on the other side. If you will
obey your mind-if you will become the disciple of your mind-you will
have to watch the shows and television and things like that. But if you
will become the disciple of your Guru or Master, you will have to d o
Simran. That you have to choose; and you can do it . . .
What do we have to take from the world? The life of a satsangi is different from other people. Guru Nanak also said that there is no comparison between those who are doing bhakti or meditation and those
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who are living a worldly life. That is why I was asking you about your intention for marriage.

Well, the ideal that I have is to have control, because Master Kirpal
has said marriage is no bar to spirituality. But it is a bar if we are nor in
control of our desires, emotions and our senses.
Those who are the slaves of mind and senses, how can they control
their senses and outgoing faculties? Saints never say that you should
leave everything, o r that you should leave the worldly life, but they teach
how to control the mind and senses and your outgoing faculties. Many
boys come to me and ask whether they should get married or not, and I
tell them they should. And many boys come saying that they don't want
t o get married, and I tell them, "If you can control yourself, then it is all
right. But first you should see whether you can control yourself o r not."
If you are very pure in your mind, and if you are chaste, then it is all right
to be single. But if you are not chaste-in thought also-then you should
get married. It is better t o have your own woman in your house than to
look at other women. Many people d o not get married but still they are
not controlling their minds and their senses and desires. What is the use
if they are not married but still they are repeating women's names like a
rosary? In the Vedas also it is written that the sexual act in marriage is
only for the birth of a child, not for pleasure. Guru Nanak Ji-He was
also married and he also led a worldly life-but what has he written
about lust? That "for the pleasure of one minute you have pain for a
long time."

In my case, and I know many other Americans who try to improve
themselves through their spiritual practices, it has been a struggle
because we want to love everybody, and we want to love also women. At
the same time we want to have pure love and not be lustful towards
them.
Mind is only pulling you toward your desires. You are thinking that
when you are loving all-and especially women-your love is not remaining pure; but your thinking is wrong. Because that is also of our
own feeling. If we understand that someone is our sister and she is
beautiful, then also you are loving your sister, and Indians embrace their
sisters; but their feelings are not polluted. If the woman is younger in age
you understand her as your daughter, if she is of your own age you
understand her as your sister, and if she is older then you, you consider
her as your mother. It doesn't matter to a father if his daughter is
beautiful. She may be loving her father, but he will not have any feeling
of lust-even if she puts her head on her father's breast. The feeling of
lust arises in your mind when you have not controlled your mind, and
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when you are not seeing that woman as your sister, mother, or daughter.
The love of Satsangis is different from the love of the worldly people.
You see, the body with which we are enjoying the pleasures is not going
to last long, and the pleasures will not have the same enjoyment if you
enjoy them daily. They will lose their interest. Nobody's body is going to
remain as it is now. When time passes by and old age comes, the face of
the woman grows bad, and it is the same with the face of the man and the
body of the man. They will not like each other, and they will hate each
other [if physical desire is their only bond]. And they will also not enjoy
that pleasure anymore. They will not like it.
Ifound that I could not make a total commitment since Istill had the
attachment for women.
Men are not loving women, but they are loving to lose vital fluid. If
they love women, they will never enjoy pleasures with women. As it is,
unless a woman satisfies the feelings of lust in a man, the man will not be
happy with her. And women also are not aware that we should preserve
our vital fluid. They are also doing the same thing.

The Struggle With the Mind
May 1, 1977
Sant Bani Ashram
Sanbornton, New Hampshire

After a while I had excruciating trouble with my mind and very much
pain in my body.
Try to forget the pain. I think that if you had opened your eyes, your
pain would have gone right away. To concentrate your attention at the
third eye is to struggle with your mind. This battle goes on throughout
our life. If we win this battle, we get the prize offered by God: the highest
position. So we should not open our eyes only because of a little pain.
Don't even think of the time. Everyone knows you have to sit for one
hour; yet many dear ones are opening their eyes before I tell them.
Within us, God has put the Infinite Light. If millions of outer suns were
brought together they could not compete with the Light which is within
us. But we are habituated to seeing the outer light so we do not see the inner Light.
When we are sitting for meditation, our mind is telling us to look outside. A dear one should never be aware of how the time is passing. One
hour is the minimum time; it is not very much time to sit in meditation.
In the Iron Age to meditate is the best thing. When we are sitting
for meditation even the gods and goddesses appreciate us. They say,
"This man is doing a very good thing. He is progressing even more
than we." In the Heavens, there is no higher position. There is
only convenience and happiness there. But still, birth and death are
there. Those who are doing good deeds and helping others in the world,
to them the Negative Power gives for some time the facilities and happiness in the heavens. But the time given to them is limited. After that, they
have to come again in this world. In the same way, after we have been to
school and have studied, we become a lawyer, doctor, engineer, and lead
our life happily. But the government has limited the time of our job.
After some limited time, the government retires this man and he has to
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live a worldly life. The government gives him a pension on which he
lives. In the same way, the souls which are coming from the heavens are
given only one concession: the human body once again. They are given
that because they must do the work which they have not done earlier: the
work of Shabd Naam.
Kabir Sahib says, "The human body is appreciated by the gods and
goddesses. They also long to have the human body so that they may
meditate on Shabd Naam." Then, after getting the human body, what
should we do? We have to do the meditation of Shabd Naam. Then He
says, "When you've got the human body, don't forget it. Do the devotion of God, meditate, because this is the only profit of getting the man
body: the devotion of God."
[Askssomeone else] How was your meditation?

Good. Isaw the Master. It was a while since I'd seen the Master within
and it made me very happy. I had some pain.
[Sant Ji points to another]
I had some trouble with sleep, then pain. Thepain became unbearable
and I couldn't sleep or meditate either.
Many dear ones sitting here are having the problem of sleepiness.
After half an hour of meditation, many people are trying to sleep here.
But they should not sleep. When sleepiness comes while sitting in
meditation, they should try to take advantage of it. When you are feeling
sleepy while sitting in meditation, at that time your soul wants to leave
the body. So, instead of sleeping, you should try to become stronger and
do Simran.
The time when you are feeling sleepy in meditation can be the
auspicious occasion of your soul leaving the body.
When I sat before, it felt much different from yesterday and today. I
had no control yesterday and today . . . it was so strong.
Try to avoid sleep. Because you are sitting in meditation, you must
struggle with your mind. We should always be aware of what work we
are doing. When we do our worldly work, we don't sleep. It is because
we d o not understand meditation as an important thing that we sleep
while doing it. When you are sitting for meditation, you should refuse
your mind; tell him that for one hour you will not obey him.
I was struggling with sleep and then, finally, It came at the end of
sleep.
It is the mind's habit to distract us from meditation. He will bring
either sleep or pain. Our work is to defeat the enemy either by making
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friends with him or by doing anything to stop him. Our struggle is with a
great enemy. This is our battle. Try not to surrender to him, but to win
over him. The hard struggle is only for a few days; after that you will
start getting strength from the Satguru Power within. Just think: when
you are sleeping, what can He do to help you? Hazrat Bahu has said,
"Where there are only stones, what can the rain do for them?"
Hazur Maharaj Sawan Singh used to say, "When I go to the Satsangis, everyone is sleeping. Only a few people are awake." And all the
dear ones who are sitting here, for them I can speak-those who have
meditated remaining wide awake, they have seen at least something in
their meditation.
Now anyone can ask anything about meditation.

I had a little pain when Ifirtst started meditating, but after a while the
pain became intense and I felt wave after wave of energy, like my whole
body was breaking apart. For a while I thought I was going topass out. I
just couldn't get control over the energy.
Our soul is in every single cell of the body. When it leaves the body [at
death], we will have to bear even more pain than this. If you will do
Simran, you will bear this pain easily and you will feel less pain.
Master used to say, "If we try to remove a silken cloth from thorns by
moving it quickly, there is a possibility it will be torn apart. But if we
move it easily and very slowly, it may come off without tearing." In the
same way, if we will do more Simran, our soul, which is spread
throughout the body, will leave our body very easily and we will not feel
much pain. But if we do not do Simran, we will have to bear much pain.
So we should do more Simran in order to decrease the pain.
Once Guru Nanak's mother asked Him, "Son, why are you sad?
There is everything in the house." So Guru Nanak replied, "Mother, to
meditate on Naam is very difficult." He was not defeated by this difficulty, but he worked very hard and strictly for eleven years sitting on
cushions made of pebbles. Today you are seeing me sitting on a piece of
cloth, but in my life, I never sat on such a piece of cloth. I always
used dry hay or bushes or things like that when 1 was sitting for meditation. And the people who were visiting me very often used to say that
Kirpal Singh of Delhi had made me mad. And many people thought of a
scheme of taking me for treatment. But I never went away from the
Path.
In Rajasthan it is very hot, and I was spending the whole day on only
one kilo, about two pounds, of water. I didn't pay much attention to
bathing and cleaning my body, because I was giving importance to
meditation. You will find many people who will tell you how hard that
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time was. Here you have many trees and shaded areas. But in Rajasthan
there are not many trees. Now there is a canal system and there is water,
trees and shaded areas. But when I was meditating, there was no water,
no trees, nothing was there.
The lovers are never afraid of the pain. No matter how much pain
comes, they are never afraid. The dear ones who are experiencing pain
while sitting for meditation, but as soon as they get up from meditation,
the pain goes: they should understand from this that there is some other
power which is creating the pain within them to distract them. When you
are sitting for meditation you should understand it as two wrestlers coming t o fight with each other. When two wrestlers are coming to fight with
each other, neither is coming to surrender t o the other; they are there to
conquer the other.
But when we are sitting for meditation, always we are completely
surrendered [to the mind]. We are not thinking that we have to fight with
a great wrestler. Guru Nanak has given a very good example, saying, "1
am a wrestler of the Satguru and I have to work hard."
When a wrestler is looking at another wrestler, he is challenging him,
saying, "Come on, fight with me." The worldly wrestler only dares t o
fight with one wrestler at a time. But we have t o fight with the five
wrestlers of anger, lust, greed, attachment and egoism. Guru Nanak
says, "No matter if we have to fight with the five wrestlers, we have the
hand of the Satguru on our back." The Satguru is always giving us inspiration, saying, "Become strong, be strong." If you will d o Simran
and bear the pain, you will see how the Satguru Power is helping you
from within. And the time will come when we will dominate over all
these five wrestlers.
Is all pain the pain of withdra wal, or are there different kinds of pain?
The pain of withdrawal always starts from the bottom of the leg and
rises above. The pain which you experience sometimes at one place,
sometimes at another, is only to distract you from your meditation.
Is it necessary to sit in the cross-legged position? I find it uncomfortable. Will those in cross-legged position make greater progress?
Everyone who is meditating will get a chance to go back to Sach
Khand. Even the people who sit in the cross-legged position are troubled
with sleep. If they sat on chairs in a comfortable position, sleep would
conquer them easily. There is only one defect in sitting in a comfortable
position: that is, sleep conquers us easily and we cannot succeed in
meditation.
Masters say you have t o collect your scattered thoughts. You can d o it
in the cross-legged position, or you can d o it sitting in a chair, or you can
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d o it while you are walking. You can do it in any position you like. But
the question is one of collecting the thoughts which are scattered in the
world, and connecting with Shabd Naam. Many dear ones are coming to
me and telling me they are doing Simran when they are lying down. I tell
them, "How can you d o Simran when you are lying? Even when you are
sitting, your mind is not allowing you to d o Simran. How can you d o
Simran lying down when there is so much danger of sleep? Your mind is
deceiving you." When they obey my advice, they become successful in
meditation. If you practice any work, it is not hard to d o it. In the beginning, you will have some difficulty, but after practicing, it becomes
easier.
When we started building this Hall,* we had to face many difficulties.
We had to work very hard and bring all the material together. But now
that this Hall is built, how much facility we have! We can all sit together
here.
Similarly, when we try to collect our scattered thoughts, we face many
difficulties. We have to struggle with our mind. But after we have collected our thoughts, we get much happiness and bliss from it.
You will see many people who meditate only once or twice in a month,
two months or four months. But many other people are regular in their
meditation, just as they are in eating. As food is necessary daily for our
body, they understand that meditation also is important for our body.
They are getting interest in their meditation; and if they are not sitting
for meditation, even for a day, they are not getting that interest and they
feel as if their body is being torn apart. Unless they sit for meditation,
they cannot feel satisfied.
Very often I have given you an example from Guru Nanak's writings,
where H e says, "Just as an addict lives on intoxicants, in the same way,
once we have developed interest in Shabd Naam, if we are tasting Shabd
Naam, only then are we living; otherwise we are dying."
Try to practice and the pain and other things will go away. Everything
will become all right. And you should not open your eyes before the time
is up. As long as you are sitting for meditation, you should not open
your eyes.
Should we give the same importance to doing Bhajan as to doing
Simran?
In the beginning, when you are starting out in meditation, if you are
sitting for one hour, you should try to put one fourth of the time in Bhajan, and three fourths in Simran; that is, one quarter of an hour in Bhajan and three quarters in Simran. When your Simran is perfected and
*The Satsang Hall at Sant Bani Ashram where this talk is being given.
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your soul starts leaving the body, you can always be doing the Bhajan
practice; you can always be connected with Shabd.
Now we are doing less Simran, and sometimes we are going towards
Simran, and sometimes towards Bhajan. Shabd comes within us just as
the worldly thoughts are coming, without remembering them o r making
any effort. In the same way, Simran should always come within us and
we should not have any worldly thoughts.
The meaning of doing Simran is forgetting the worldly thoughts. It is
only because of simran of the world that our soul is entangled in this
body. When we will concentrate our soul between the eyes with the help
of Simran, we manifest many infinite powers within us. Man is the
treasurer of many powers. But the practitioner of Naam will never use
supernatural powers, because if he uses supernatural powers his progress
will be stopped.

Sometimes, when Ilook into the middle of the Light that Isee, it fades
away.
This is because of lack of Simran. Thoughts are coming there. Do
Simran and the Light will become clearer. Now also the Light is clearer
and brighter, but the thoughts are coming in between us and the Light
and that's why we see It as dim o r pale.

I'm experiencing a lot of frustration in the quality of my meditation.
Now You're here, and the thought occurred to me many times yesterday:
what was the point of meditating when You are right here infront of me?
Your presence gives my Simran the power to overcome sleep and pain.
But I dread the moment that You leave because I know that Power is going to go with you.
No. The Power which you are receiving will always stay here. There is
n o doubt that when you are sitting in the presence of any Saint you will
get Power.
Master Kirpal told me that once Master Sawan Singh came to visit His
house. The room in which Master Sawan stayed Master only opened for
special occasions. Whenever H e went in that room, His soul went right
UP.
The Power is always there within us, but the mind sometimes shakes
our faith; the mind plays tricks on us. In the presence of the father the
child behaves well. But when the father goes away, his bad friends teach
him to d o bad things.
When Hazur came to our ashram, similarly, like you, one man told
Him that in His presence he was seeing much Light and it was easy for
him to meditate. H e was not even aware of the time. But when H e was
not in His presence, it was hard for him to sit still for that much time. S o
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Master gave him the same reply, saying, "When you are not in my
presence you are obeying your bad friends and they overcome you."
I know that because I have spent my life practically, even when I was
in the army. People were trying to persuade me to see movies. Nobody
was telling me their bad qualities; everyone was praising movies. So I
told them, "At least there should be one man who will tell me the bad
qualities of this thing!" The drunkards were always telling me the advantages of drinking wine, but there was nobody telling me that it is bad to
drink wine, or that after drinking wine, we become mad.
Similarly, the meat eaters were always praising the eating of meat.
They were telling me that much strength is obtained that way. So I told
them, "If you are proud of your strength, come and run with me."
Nobody could beat me. I was very good at running and won many prizes
in running competitions. This is just an excuse of the mind, that by
eating meat we get strength.
Similarly, our mind will never tell us the advantages of meditation:
that by doing meditation we can go to Sach Khand. O n the contrary, he
will always say that it is not good to do meditation and he will always try
to distract us from meditation-because it is his duty.

To Solve the Mystery
May 4, 1977
Sant Bani Ashram
Sanbornton, New Hampshire

I thank Thee so much. Thou hast returned me to the Light. Thou art
our new-old doorway back to God. My conflicts are resolved. The Light
was fantastic. I kept rising from one level of light to another. It was all
scintillating Light, it was more tremendous than I can say. I thank God
for having sent Thee. And I thank Master for being in such close communion with Thee. I thank Thee again for being our guide. I want to
thank Master Kirpal for giving You so much love that You can give it to
all of us. I want to thank God for giving You the strength that we all
need.
Yes. Anyone can ask any question about meditation.
Since I've come here, every day my right knee becomes more sore, and
this morning I sat, and within two minutes the pain was excruciating. I
wonder if Master would recommend anything in particular? If I should
sit less times? I'm sitting more times than I usually do. And when I walk
the knee is sore, and when I sit the knee is sore, and it just seems to be
sore all the time. What would you recommend?
You can sit on a chair for some time, that will help.
M y knee is sore, but my heart is happy.
It will go away in a few days.
Master used to say to do Simran very, very slo wly. Is it all right to do it
very fast, if you feel that the pain is strong, and you can keep it away?
Master used to say this thing also: That when the worldly thoughts are
coming in your mind very fast, at that time, to control those thoughts,
d o the Simran very fast. But when you are not having any worldly
thoughts, when you are not having any thoughts which are disturbing
you in your meditation, at that time you should d o Simran neither very
fast nor very slow.
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Isometimes have problems with being sleepy. And sometimes taking a
shower or taking a walk, or standing up, helps. But often it doesn't help,
-and as soon as I've stood up, I ' m falling asleep. I'm wondering ythere
is anything else I can do?

I have told the dear ones who have been t o Rajasthan, and those who
are having the problem of sleep, that after doing all of the things you
have mentioned, if still sleep is bothering you-I told them about
Harmel, who is a sevadar there in the Ashram; he used t o put a seed of
black pepper in his mouth. And further, if sleep is still bothering you,
you can carry a heavy weight on your head. Some people in our Ashram
had a difficulty with sleep; in the morningtime when they were meditating and sleep was bothering them, they carried a heavy burden on
their head, and when they had practiced this for one or two days, sleep
was not bothering them. And don't sit on any comfortable cushion or
place. Then sleep will not come. Whenever we are sitting in a very comfortable position, no matter if we have taken a cold shower, or any other
thing, when our body is getting any slightest comfort, then it feels sleepy,
and sleep comes.
Master Kirpal used to say that if there is any tension in the body, our
attention will go to that, and He used to say that there should be no tension in the body.

Daily I a m telling everybody: "Don't make your body tense." If you
are feeling tense at any time, you should not give any attention to that
tension, and go on doing Simran.
On thesubject of sleep, how long does it take the body to get out of the
habit of sleeping about eight hours at a time-eight hours a night-and
get into the habit of meditating more and sleeping six or less? And also,
this morning, during the beginning of the meditation I was able to shout
down the pain with Simran, as I had done before but towards the end of
the meditation, the pain was so bad that I was actually shaking. And
what would be the reason that before I was successful in subduing the
pain and today I wasn't?

There is no fixed time for changing the habit of sleeping less and
meditating more. It just depends upon your devotion. You can change
your habit in one month, or if you don't want to do it, you cannot
change, even if you are trying for all your life. Very often, not only today, but very often I have told everybody this thing: that sleeping after
twelve-thirty or one o'clock in the night-it is not written in my heritage.
Regarding the pain: When your attention is only on Simran, then you
are not feeling the pain; but if the pain is coming, and you are giving
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even the slightest attention to the pain, and if you are losing your
Simran, you are feeling much pain. Sometimes it happens with a practitioner that all the attention goes toward the pain, and he himself
becomes a form of pain. At that time, he needs to d o more Simran.
Right from the beginning, if we keep our attention on Simran, we will
never feel pain. And the practices which you are doing, if you d o regularly, the pain goes away for all time. One main reason for getting this pain
is that we are not regular in our meditation; we are meditating for ten
days and then giving up for two days, and then again starting the meditation. Try to be regular in meditation without missing it.
Does it matter if we should get so absorbed in focusing our attention
that we forget the order of the charged names?
Yes, it does. In that way, we will only be able to sit-our soul will not
go up. Daily I am telling every dear one that you perfect your Simran in
this way: just as the worldly thoughts are coming within you, without
thinking of it, or without making any effort for it. If you will perfect this
type of Simran, then you will not have any problem, because you will not
be aware whether Simran is going on within you, or whether you have to
start doing Simran. If we perfect our Simran so that it becomes just like
those worldly thoughts, there is no power within us that can stop us from
rising above. As soon as we sit for meditation, our soul will go right up.
You can perfect this type of Simran very easily. During the daytime,
when you are thinking about the worldly thoughts, give up that, and instead of that, always d o Simran.
I would like to ask Master-this morning during meditation, my body
was vibrating a lot, and it seemed like I was frozen in one position with
my head thrown back and I just felt a lot of energy to my throat, and I
didn't know what to do, I just kept saying Simran more and more and
focusing my consciousness on my third eye. Is there anything I can do
when that happens to me? I get like wave after wave of energy. . . .
Yesterday also I told you to d o more Simran. Today I was looking at
your body again, and I saw that you were having the same problem, of
getting jerks, choking, just like you were having yesterday. For two
times your body felt a jerk. When thoughts are concentrated and Simran
is lost, at that time one feels a jerk. The key to success is only Simran.
And if you want to succeed in doing constant Simran, always keep your
thoughts pure. Maharaj Ji used to say that the key to Sach Khand is
Naam, and you can manifest Naam only with purity. With the devotion
and love with which we are doing meditation and practices-with the
same love and devotion-we should try to abstain from the retarding
factors of which Master has told us.
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I like to wake up at three o'clock. Normally before you came, I would
go to bed at nine, and get up at three, so I would get six hours of sleep.
But since you're here, I don't get to bed till around ten, and get up at
three, and I think that with five hours of sleep I have less control of my
mind. Should I continue to get five hours of sleep or should Iget six, and
wake up at four, and have more control of my mind?
This is up to you. If you want to sleep for one more hour, you can
sleep. But I am telling you about my own life. Unless I achieved the goal,
I was not thinking about whether I slept for three hours or five hours or
one hour; and I was always keeping this in my mind: that to rest is illegal.
In God realization, we are not to keep any fixed accounts like a merchant; that we are t o d o only this fixed amount, or we are to d o this practice only for the fixed amount of time. The man who cannot give up sleep
for what?-for one hour for the sake of God, what else can he d o for
that God?

Sant Ji spoke about doing Simran with love. I think He said that you
can't progress by doing Simran without love. You must create love
within you. And I was wondering how we create love within us. Is it by
obedience?or just doing Simran? Is it by Grace? I don't think I could
create love within me. . . .
Always frighten your mind, saying that the worldly things to which
you are attached now, you have to leave these things-and they are all
giving you pain and suffering. Always tell your mind about your real
home, Sach Khand, and always frighten your mind with the torments of
hell; tell your mind, "If you will not obey Him and if you will not d o
Simran, obeying your soul, you will have to again go into the earth."
And always tell the uses of his real home t o the mind.

Many times, when I start io concentrate, I feel like my body isfalling
backwards, and I'm afraid it S going tofall over, so I divert my attention
to my body, and feel more pain. What can I do not to have that thought
that it's going to fall over backwards? And the second part: Will you
please repeat what you said about sleep after twelve-thirty or one at
night?
If you don't give up the Simran, your body will never fall. Regarding
sleep, I would like to tell you that right from my childhood I was feeling
that I had lost something. And I was feeling this lacking always, in the
days, and in the nights also. When my attention first went towards that,
at that time I was seven years old. I was thinking, "Where does a man go
after dying?" Sometimes I would meet one old man who was sitting on
the way. He was always sitting in this position, leaning forward. He was
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very old. So I asked my mother, that "Why is that old man leaning forward?" So my mother replied, "This stage comes in everybody's life.
Everybody has to become old some day."And that affected me very
much. And I thought, "Why is man always changing? Why is man not
remaining permanently in one position?" Then I felt sorry for my own
body also, for when we cannot maintain our body for a long time, then
what is the use of being attached to this body? And I saw that old man
sitting in that way for one year, and after one year he left the body. And
again when I saw that he was not there, I asked people, "Where has he
gone?" So my mother told me that he had died. And I asked my mother,
"Where does a man go after dying?" My mother replied, "I don't
know." And in that state of innocence, I questioned myself: "When a
man does not know where he goes after death, and when a man does not
know whether he is coming back in this world or not, then why does a
man like to be attached to this world?"
This mystery of death troubled me always, day and night. My father
had provided many facilities for my convenience, and he tried all his
tricks, because he wanted to trap me in this world. Because I was
troubled by this mystery of death, I was always sleeping alone, so that I
could think over this problem very deeply. But because I was a child, my
mother used to come into my room, early in the morning-two o'clock,
three o'clock-and she would find me sleeping on the floor, instead of in
the bed. She rebuked me many times, "Why are you not sleeping on the
bed?" She used to tell me that children should not think about devotion,
that that was the work of old men. But the day before I had been thinking that when fires burn, the smallest sticks caught on fire very soon, and
the bigger ones later. So I told her, "I understand that maybe I a m going
to die before you," and I was afraid that I should die without solving this
problem of the mystery of death.
Because I was thinking about this question so much, I lost my sleep.
And I didn't like any worldly pleasures. Only to solve this mystery, I
started off in search of Saints and Mahatmas. There was one brother-infaith of my mother, who was living in our home; and when I asked him
about my mystery, he told me to contact any Saint or Mahatma, because
only they could solve that mystery. That's why I went to see many Saints
and Mahatmas in India. I went to see all the Sikh so-called
"Mahatmas," and many different types of Sadhus.
At that time I was understanding that God was residing only in the
holy temple of the Sikhs, which was a very costly building, and at that
time I was understanding that the priest of that temple was very much
respected by many people who were going there, so I thought that he
would have met God or known God. But I was not satisfied with him; I
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was very much disappointed. Then someone told me about a mahatma
in the Punjab who could transfer from his body into the body of a lion or
tiger or any animal, and he could fly also, after transforming his body. I
spent six months with him and I served him daily with my whole heart
and being. And when he was pleased with me, because of my seva, he
wanted to teach me his skill, without my asking; but I knew his real state.
I told him, "I want t o rise above the human body; I don't want to change
my body into the bodies of animals. If I don't make the best use of this
human body, then naturally I will come back in a lower body; but 1 want
to rise above." S o I didn't like the skill of transforming the body, and I
didn't learn that. After that I was going to see another Mahatma, who
had some knowledge of higher consciousness. And to whomever went to
him, he would tell what was in that person's heart. But there also I was
not satisfied, because I thought, "What is the use of doing the practice
from which the soul gets n o peace?"
After that I went into the refuge of Baba Bishan Das. Baba Bishan
Das had many qualities. He was very strict; not everyone could go and
stand in his refuge. And many times when 1 went to him, he did not treat
me well; but when I came out of his room, feeling sad, I would see an
old man sitting outside, who would sing a shabd about the diamond hidden within each of us. He was always telling me, "Maybe he will shower
grace on you."
Baba Bishan Das didn't allow me to wear any good clothes and he
didn't allow me to eat any good food, because in those days I was a
young man.* And when the Second World War started 1 joined the
Army, with God's grace, because at that time people were not happy
joining the army, and the government was putting them in the Army by
force. But even after joining the army, I didn't like to go into cities, and I
didn't eat any meat, or drink any wine. And the duty of the Army was
very strict. But there also I had the same problem, that is, the mystery of
death. I met a Mahatma there who told me that if a man dies in the
Army, he goes to the heavens. That is why, even though I was not
ordered to d o so, I gladly accepted the offer to go into battle-because I
wanted very much to see the heavens.
But when I again came to Baba Bishan Das, he asked me, "What is
there in the heavens?" He told me very clearly that in the heavens, birth
and death are there also; fighting and enmity and love are also thereeverything is there in the heavens. And whatever money I was getting
from the Army, I was giving all that money to Baba Bishan Das and he
was giving me only five rupees for my personal expenses. And whatever
*At this time, Sant Ji would have been in his late teens.
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property I had of my own, from my family, I was giving that also to
Baba Bishan Das, and he was making an Ashram of that.
When we came back after fighting, after the war was over, we were
posted in the hills of Simla for resting. One night, I felt a great longing to
see Baba Bishan Das, and I started out at midnight to see him. At that
time I was feeling that I was doing a lot of work-I was doing the work
of bravery for Baba Bishan Das. And in the village in which he was living
there were many relatives of mine living also. In order to get to his
ashram, I had to go through that village, after getting off the train.
Because I was a Sikh gentleman, and because I was a military man, and
in the military they have orders that you have to fix your beard and
mustache very well, using some fixer, because of all this I was welldressed and I had fixed my beard and mustache; I was looking just like a
gentleman.
So when I was going to see Baba Bishan Das, and the villagers,
because they knew how Baba Bishan Das was going to treat me, were
very curious, and started talking with each other: "Look at this man!
Now he is well suited and booted and when he goes to Baba Bishan
Das, let us see how he will treat him." And when I went to see Baba
Bishan Das, and I bowed right down to him, he pulled my beard and
mustache down, and he removed all that fixer I had. My relatives who
lived right there felt very sad, and they rebuked me. But my heart was
not affected by any public shame. I understood this: "I am lacking in
Karmas. My Karmas are not good, that is why the Mahatma is not
gracious to me." And after some time, he gave me all he had, with very
much grace.
After showering grace on me, he told me, "The Ashram that you have
paid for-you have no right in that Ashram." He told me, "You are not
to get attached to this place, because you have to travel a lot. Your goal is
a higher goal." And he told me, "The One Who has to give you the rest
of the thing, H e will come to you by Himself."
Before getting initiation from Baba Bishan Das, I had the confusion,
the problem of solving the mystery of death, and I was not sleeping
much. In the same way, after Baba Bishan Das told me that my goal was
higher, I was always waiting for the Person Who was to give me the rest
of the thing. For that reason also I didn't sleep very much and I built a
big Ashram in Rajasthan, and spent lots of rupees. When I sold my
property, and started building the Ashram, many people were upset with
me, but I was building the Ashram with full enthusiasm. Day and night
people were working there, because I was telling everyone that a
Maharaj would come there. But I did not know who the Maharaj was
who was going to come. But that God Kirpal was gracious upon me, and
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he Himself made up His mind to see me. And showering much grace,
that God Kirpal, my God Kirpal, Who was separated from me from ages
and ages, H e came into my Ashram by Himself.
When H e came, I didn't put any question to Him, I didn't even ask
Him, "Who are you?" Once Master asked everybody: "Do you want to
see God?" And everybody raised their hands and said, "Yes, we want to
see God." Then Master told them, "Those who want to see God, close
your eyes." Everybody closed their eyes. But I didn't close my eyes.
There were some dear ones who complained that I wasn't closing my
eyes. Hazur smiled, and he told them, "Yes, he has understood."
Because I said, "You have told them that those who want to see God
should close their eyes, but I am seeing my God with my open eyes. Why
should I close my eyes when I am seeing my God walking and all other
things?"
Once I was sleeping in the room with Master Kirpal, and we were both
lying down, and I was looking at Master Kirpal and Master was looking
at me. Suddenly H e asked me, "Are you awake?" and I answered, "No,
I am sleeping from ages and ages." Then Master called me near Him. He
told me, "Come on, come here," and He sat on the bed, and he told me
to sit on the chair. And then H e looked into my eyes, very deeply. H e
awakened my soul with that one look only.
So, if you also feel as I did, that you are missing something, and you
are lacking in something, I am telling you that if you are feeling like that,
what is the question of staying awake for one night? O r for one more
hour? You will never sleep if you feel that lacking in you. If you are losing something in your work, you are not sleeping-you are always worrying about that-we are not sleeping in the nighttime. I have seen many
businessmen who, when they had to face any loss in their business, went
mad. But we d o not understand the loss which we have-the loss of, the
separation from, God. We are not even taking that as equal to a worldly
loss. If you understand that God is the precious thing-just think, if
anybody offers you 10,000rupees for your eyes, you will not be willing
to give them even for that much money. Similarly, if you offer any
amount of money to anybody to get any part of another's body, then
also, nobody will be ready to sell it to you. But that God has given us all
these things, all parts of the body, free of charge. And even after getting
so many precious things from Him, we are not grateful to Him.
That is why if some of you also feel that you are losing a great deal
because you are separated from God, if you feel like this, you will never
have any problem of sleep. In the Way of the Saints, one has to become
Majnu. Majnu was very much in love with Laila. She was a princess, and
it is said that she was black. S o people taunted Majnu and asked, "Why
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do you love Laila, who is black?" But Majnu replied, "You are not
looking at her with my eyes." Majnu was so much intoxicated with the
love of Laila that he was not eating good food, and he was not sleeping
in the nighttime. Because everything was Laila.
Once, for the convenience and facility of Majnu, Laila told all the
shopkeepers that if Majnu came to their shop, they should give him
anything he liked. So, hearing that announcement, there were many
"Majnus" who came there to get things from those shops. So when there
were many "Majnus" instead of one coming in taking things from
shops, saying that they were Majnu, the shopkeepers went to the King,
and said, "Tell us whether there is one Majnu or many." So the King,
Laila's father, said, "All right, I will ask Laila how many Majnus there
are . . . whether there is one Majnu or many." When Laila was asked
that, she said, "Yes, I will decide this very soon." So she gave bowls to
all the shopkeepers, saying that when Majnu comes tell them that Laila
wants one cup of blood from him. The so-called Majnus were coming to
the shops only to take the goods away, or to eat the food, but when this
was announced, that Laila needs one cup of blood from Majnu, all the
false Majnus went away-nobody came there. When the real Majnu was
told that the other people were doing this in his name, but that now Laila
needs one cup of blood, even though he was very thin-he was dry in the
love of Laila-whatever blood he had, he sent that blood to Laila.
In the same way, we all want to become Majnus, but when we are experiencing a little bit of pain-as you know, without experiencing pain,
we cannot give our blood. When Master tells us in the Satsang, "Get the
Naam initiation and you will realize God," at that time we understand
that it is a very easy thing. But then they tell us that our work, our
responsibility, is to collect our scattered thoughts and bring our attention
in between and behind the two eyes; they tell us that if we will succeed in
concentrating the attention between the two eyes, the prize for that is a
high position from God. But what are we doing when we are sitting for
meditation? If we are collecting our thoughts a little bit, then also we are
having the problems of sleep and pain, and things like that.
Majnu loved that thing which was not everlasting and which would go
from this world one day. Love for a body is just like crossing any river.
When Laila died, at that time Majnu realized what he was doing-He
was attached to the body only. That's why Masters tell us, "Don't be attached to the body-don't love the body."
Kabir Sahib says that no one's body is our Guru; but we are getting
only the body. The Power Which is working in the body of that Guru,
we are not catching that. So Kabir Sahib says that we have made the
body as Guru, but we have not realized the Satguru. And in that way, we
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are always coming in the cycle of births and deaths, of 84 lakhs of incarnation. Because as long as that body is standing in front of us, we are
happy, but when that body goes away from us, we become unhappy, and
we go astray. But the Power Which is assuming the body to explain to us.
if we catch that Power, all our doubts and suspicions can be cleared
while we are living in the body.
There was one disciple of Master Sawan Singh named Mastana Ji, and
he was from Baluchistan. And when Master Sawan Singh left the body,
the other people at the Ashram at Beas celebrated the death anniversary
of Master Sawan Singh. They announced that on April 2nd, Master
Sawan Singh had left the body. But on that date, Mastana Ji celebrated
Master Sawan Singh's birthday. Because he was saying, "Those who say
Master Sawan Singh is dead, people should go ask them in the court why
they had taken Him as Guru who is subject to birth and death? Because
our Sawan Shah is never dying." He was saying, if Sawan Shah himself
is involved in births and deaths, what good can He d o for us? Because
Shabd is our Guru, Naam is our Guru; Shabd or Naam has assumed the
body-has come into the body-only to make us understand the reality.
That's why Master never told us that H e is our Master or He is our
Maharaj. That's why Saints tell us, "Your Guru is within you." But we
are not catching the Guru Which is residing within us. Whatever sacrifice
we have to d o to meet that inner Guru, that is little in Sant Mat. And
those within whom the love is created for that inner Guru, they are not
sleeping much, they are not eating much, unless they are meeting their
Guru within.
When I was meditating in 16 P S Ashram, I had a sign put outside the
Ashram saying that those who want to be crucified while living, only
those should come in this Ashram. There was one more sign board there:
"Rest is illegal. Those that want to rest, they should not come in the
Ashram." Those that wanted to stay there and meditate, I had told them
to sign a paper that they had to be up before three o'clock. In the beginning some agreed that they would get up at twelve o'clock, some
agreed to get up at two o'clock (at that place we were not ringing any
bell. Because it is our responsibility to get up-why should we ring a
hell?-we are getting up for God.) According to his promise, if one was
not keeping his promise-not getting u p at the scheduled time-he was
not allowed to sit for meditation. He was not even allowed to come into
the Ashram again. Nobody was allowed to sit after taking tea. We were
throwing out their bedding saying, "You are not the lover of Hazur.
You only know how to talk."
But now, you see, after sleeping for all night, if we are sitting for one
hour then also we have so many complaints for our Master. Someone is
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complaining because of the pain, someone is complaining because of
sleep-just think of how many complaints we have. When you go within
you will know how much our Hazur is waiting for us. When He was living in His physical form at that time we didn't have so much responsibility to go within and see Him, but now that He has left the body, H e has
left the physical plane, now it is our responsibility and duty to go within
and see Him, as soon as possible.

*
Weed Out Your Faults With Love
May 8, 1977
Sant Bani Ashram
Sanbornton, New Hampshire
Yes, now you can ask any questions about meditation.
Very often when I'm reading the teachings from this Path I come
across the statement that the Master is always protecting the disciple,
and I find this difficult to reconcile with thestatement that ifthe disciple
does not do certain things, there is only failure.
If after going to school, we will not study what our teacher is teaching
us-if the teacher tells us to change our habits and study, but we d o
not d o that, we will not progress or succeed very soon. Similarly, when
we come to the school of Masters, that is Satsang, Masters tell us to
change our habits and d o what they are telling us; if we d o not d o that,
they are telling us that we will not progress very soon. Once a girl
asked Master Sawan Singh, "What is the need of doing meditation when
Satguru is going to liberate us?" Master replied, "There is no doubt that
Master will take you, but, at that time, you will have much pain, because
you will be involved in the world, in the habits of the world, and you will
find much pain in leaving all that." Hazur Maharaj Kirpal Singh Ji used
to say that if you want to take off a piece of silken cloth from a thorny
bush, if you take it u p at once there is some possibility that it will be torn,
but if you take it off slowly, easily, it can be taken without tearing it. I
have seen with my own eyes in my area that the people who d o not
change their habits and d o not meditate even after coming on this Path,
no doubt Master is coming to take them at their death time, but, still,
because they have not changed their habits, they cannot stand in front of
the Light, the glory of Master, and they suffer much pain at that time
also.
If we will change our bad habits, our worldly life will also become
easy. Master Sawan Singh Ji used to say that a satsangi should prepare
himself as an example to others. Once there was a time in India when the
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disciples of Guru Gobind Singh were called as witnesses because people
knew that the disciples of Guru Cobind Singh would never speak lies.
And there was a time when Maharaj Sawan Singh's disciples were also
called as witnesses, for the same reason. Just think: because they had
good habits and qualities people understood them as good. It is a proverb in India that if the dog becomes mad, the master is blamed. If we
have bad habits, what will the world say? That's why we have to change
our habits.
If a child says, "My father has a lot of wealth, why should I work?"
that son's heart is dead. And people also criticize him because he is idle.
Similarly, we should try to carry our own burden. We should not give
our burden to Master. If we give all our work to the Master, it is not our
bravery. Master Sawan Singh Ji used to say that people who are
repeating, "Master will take, Master will take," that condition is just
like saying, "You give us the wealth, then give us the cart to carry that,
you should give us everything."
There was one satsangi named Labh Singh in our area. He was initiated by Baba Sawan Singh. After getting initiated, he was drinking wine
and eating meat. And in his last days he suffered for three years. He
couldn't turn his side. He was not even aware of the call of nature. When
he prayed to Master Sawan Singh, always a voice came from within: "I
have to take you after purifying you." I went to see him a few hours
before he left the body, because his house was just opposite to the ashram. He asked me whether he would be liberated, whether Master would
come t o take him. I told him that the brave Satguru has promised you
and H e will come, but now H e is finishing your karmas. That's why the
mistakes, the things which we have done throughout our life, become a
problem at the time of death. Similarly, there was a Master Kirpal satsangi in Ganga Nagar who sold vegetables. When his death time came,
one month before he left the body, he said, "Master is now meeting me,
and Master is telling me, 'you were putting water on the vegetables and
you were cheating on weight.' " For one month he requested like
anything, "Please forgive me this time; I will not d o it again." All his
family came t o 77 RB, Sant Bani Ashram. They said, "We are promising, if Master forgives him, we will never d o it again." He was in the
body for 15 days after that, and he didn't get anything from inside.
I have seen in my own life that those who are doing mistakes have to
suffer; they have to finish off reaction of that mistake in this world.
Guru is not soft-hearted, because he is determined to take us back to our
home. With whatever way we can go back home, he uses that way. You
see if a cloth is very dirty, the washerman is even striking that cloth on
the stone; but still it is removing the dirt from that cloth. Similarly, there
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is n o doubt that Satguru will take us. And when He's purifying us,
definitely we will have pain. And that's why to bear that pain we are told
to meditate; and we have to meditate. Master Sawan Singh Ji used to say
that the Negative Power is fighting with the Masters for every single account of karmas of the disciple. That's why we should never have bad
habits within us; instead, we should have good habits.
Master, the things thar we do suffer, are they always from the
Negative Power or is it the Master's way also, helping us to pay the karma that we owe?
That is because of our own karmas. Neither Master is giving us any
pain or happiness, nor God is giving us any happiness or pain. Whatever
karmas or whatever actions we have done in our past life, we are suffering or enjoying the reactions of that. This is the pralabdha karma. It is
predestined and we have to suffer or enjoy that. Saints never touch
anyone's pralabdha. But they extend all feasible help.
The five dacoits have made a wreck of my life to say the least; but,
since I have been in Your presence, near You, anywhere near You, I feel
Divine protection, like a big bird protector. And I have no question; just
astatement that I really feel protection from my own lust, anger, ego and
I'm very glad that You have come.
The five dacoits are giving troubles to everybody. That's why we are
going to any person who is free from all these five dacoits so that we also
get some protection from them. Kabir Sahib says that the beating of
Yama, the Angel of Death, is very bad. He says that it is very difficult to
bear it; but, He says, I got one Sadhu and He has saved me rrom it.
Master, when I am near You I feel very much love for You, but when
I'm not near You I feel a loss like it is gone. I want more love for the intier Master. Will You give this to me?
Yes, I am telling you, I have nothing except love.
Could You speak on the importance of the diary?
Once Guru Gobind Singh went to a town named Roop Nagar in the
Punjab. And there many satsangis came to him. Guru Gobind Singh
asked them, "Have you counted your sins?" Then they replied, "We are
illiterate and we cannot keep any account." At that time in India only a
few were learned, one out of thousands. But Masters have their own
ways of explaining things to the disciples; they have many ways. So Guru
Gobind Singh told them, "When you fail in anything, when you make
any mistake, you take one stone and put it aside. And at the end of the
day you count all the stones: how many stones are there and how many
piles you have done." Whell they had practiced this for a month, there
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was a big heap of stones. And when they all met again, they said, "This
is a very great burden. How will we finish off this burden? How will we
stop all these bad mistakes? Our Master has to finish off all this." So
they made up their minds that from then onward they would not d o any
mistakes and they would not collect any more stones.
After some time when Guru Gobind Singh again went there to d o satsang, he asked the disciples: "Yes, have you kept the accounts?" They
said, "Yes, we kept account for one month and we collected a lot of
stones; but now we have decided that we will not collect any more stones
because we will not d o any more faults." They obeyed the commandments of Guru Sahib only for one month and in that one month they
perfected themselves.
The same power sat in the body of Kirpal and H e advised us, He
taught us according to the means going on in the world at this time. He
told us t o keep an account of our sins. You are learned people, so you
can keep the diary. But it is a pity that some people who are initiated 25
years back, or 30 years back, are still filling out the diary forms; and the
sin which we have done in the last month, we are again repeating that.
In India, in the villages, if anyone has t o decide any lawsuit, five people of the villages get together and they decide. And it is a proverb that
when those five people make any decision, the man to whom this decision is applied, he says, "Yes, well, I am welcoming this decision;" but
when the five elders go away, he does not d o what was decided.
Now we are filling in the diary forms but we are not giving up our
faults. I tell you that if you keep account for one month, and you see
how much meditation you have done and how many sins you have done,
if you are really sincere, you will not need to fill out the diary forms
again. We understand this as ceremony o r custom to fill the diary forms.
But whatever we are writing in the diary, we are not following that. We
should weed out the faults with love, with the same love with which we
record the mistake. According to the Masters, if everyone had kept the
diary, all the souls would not be trapped, would not be deluded in the
regions of mind, and Master would have manifested within them.
When I was initiated by Master, I was initiated in a separate room;
and in the other room where the other people were being initiated I saw
that they were given diary forms. So I requested, "Give me the form so
that I can also keep the diary." But Master replied, "Your life is your
diary."
So we should mould our lives according to the diary. Master had not
given us the diary t o just keep filling up as a daily account. If we will keep
the accounts sincerely for one month and count all the sins, our soul will
tremble at how many sins, how many faults we have done in that month.
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Well, I tried what Master Kirpal said-to take one thing at a time and
work on it-and it looks like Kal pushes you harder on that one.
It is his duty. One who has sown the seed, he will try all his means t o
save it. But we should strictly follow this because a very great Power is
protecting us and the hand of a very great Power is over us, working
overhead.

What is a Sikh?
June 22, 1977
An Interview
Surrey, British Columbia

What was your relationship with the late Sant Kirpal Singh?
My soul was related to Him.

What was the relationship in physical, and social

. . .?

Physically I received that great teaching from Him for which my soul
was longing from ages and ages. In this birth also, since my sixth year, I
had that inner longing and when H e met me, H e quenched my thirst and
that longing was satisfied. Suppose if anyone lost a great amount of
gold, wanders here and there on the streets as a beggar, and if someone
helps him to again get that gold, now you tell me, to whom should he be
grateful, to the gold or to the person who has helped him to regain that
gold? Kirpal helped me in regaining God from Whom I was separated
for ages and ages. That is why I am very grateful to that Kirpal, and that
is why I'm telling this thing: O n the earth there is Kirpal, in the water
there is Kirpal, in the sky there is Kirpal. Kirpal was in the beginning,
now also is Kirpal and in the future also will be Kirpal. He Himself
creates, He Himself destroys, He Himself speaks, everywhere there is
Kirpal.
Right from my childhood, when I was six years old, from then 1
started searching for God and engaged in all types of religious and
spiritual practices. Since I was born in a Sikh family 1 was believing in the
Gurdwaras (Sikh temples), and I became a Bhai or priest of the Gurdwara, so that my mind and soul might find peace. My father was also a
very great lover of the Gurdwara; once every six months he would perform Akhand Pat'h in the home, where Sikh scriptures are recited nonstop day and night. I myself had a miniature folding Gurdwara constructed especially, and always kept it with me. Even when I was in the
army, or in the battlefield, 1 carried that Gurdwara everywhere. I used to
burn incense and worship the Darbar (Guru Granth Sahib, the Sikh
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scriptures). And for many years I performed tapas or austerities also.
This was all before meeting Kirpal Singh?
Yes, before. Before meeting Kirpal Singh, I had the knowledge of two
Shabds, two spiritual regions, which I received from Bishan Das. After
that Master Kirpal Singh met me to quench the thirst of my soul, and I
came to know the philosophy of Guru Nanak, and what Guru Nanak
was teaching to the people.
One year before ever meeting me physically, Master Kirpal Singh
started manifesting within me [1966]. In my own farm, Master Kirpal
came to liberate one garbage collector who was working in my field, one
year before He met me physically. I will now tell you the story of how
that happened.
There was one low caste man by the name of Harnam who had Master
Kirpal's brief darshan in the village of Aboor. When Master was going
by in the car, Harnam happened to be standing there; he was not initiated, he knew nothing about Master Kirpal. Afterwards that man came
to work in my fields, and one day while we were harvesting the fields of
gram [a type of dahl-bean], he felt very nervous and lay down on the
ground, saying, "Now that old man with the white beard and turban
whom I saw at Aboor has come for me. He has an airplane and He has
come to take me to Sach Khand." And so when I asked him, "Harnam,
what is the matter?" he replied, "I have seen this Mahatma, this great
man at Aboor and now He is here to take me. After one year He will
come here in your ashram, and you are to appreciate Him." Even
though he was not initiated and knew nothing about the Path, because
he had had the darshan of that great soul for once only, he was liberated.
Are you saying that, from doing Pat'h [non-stop recitation of the Sikh
scriptures] and Gurbani and Kirtan [singing God's praises as composed
by past Masters] and reading of the Guru Granth Sahib, there was no
spiritual peace that came?
No, I didn't get any. But on the contrary longing was created, Gurbani created the pangs of separation. Gurbani was helpful to me because
Gurbani inspired me to go to some perfect Saint. My life started with
Gurbani; and Gurbani inspired meand told me that there is another Bani
also which will give the peace to your soul and there is some Bani other
than what can be spoken or read, which will liberate you.
So it is not the Gurbani of the Granth Sahib?
It shows the path of that Bani. Guru Nanak Sahib says, "Within us
the Light of God is burning and from that Light the Bani is emanating."
Those who come into contact with the Lord see this Light and hear that
internal Bani.
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What about, "Bani hai Guru, Guru hai Bani." [Bani is Guru and
Guru is Bani (Word)]?
The same Bani which is in the Light is in everyone, only that Bani is
our Guru.
What is a Sikh . . . definition?
He is the Sikh, who goes within, and, rising above lust, anger, and all
the other evil impressions, reaches Daswan Dwar [Third Region]; he is
called Sikh [disciple]. The physical knot or bonds of lust, anger, greed,
attachment and egoism can only be untied when one passes through the
tenth door behind the eyes. The astral knot of all these evils is in Trikuti,
that is the Second Plane or Causal Region, and as long as we are below
the Second Plane, we are not Sikhs. Until then we are only the Sikh
[disciple] of lust, anger, greed, attachment and egotism. When we cross
the second inner region and go into the third region, only then can we be
called a Sikh. Guru Gobind Singh has also defined that soul as the
Khalsa [Pure Soul]." When he goes to Daswan Dwar [Third Spiritual
Region] and has the darshan of that complete Light, after that he
becomes pure [Khalsa]. Unless and until he reaches that stage, then he is
impure, Na Khalis. Guru Nanak Sahib also says, "The Unspoken Bani
of the Perfect Master is within everybody. Mahatmas and Saints, they
themselves practice on Bani and they themselves make other people also
hear that Bani."
Is it correct to refer to Sant Kirpal Singh as Satguru?
I call Him as the Kul-Malik, the All Owner.
Is the title Satguru proper to use?
This word is only on the level of this world. Guru Arjan Dev says,
"You are the Sultan, You are the Emperor; then also we are unable to
praise You adequately. If we say You are theEmperor of the emperors,
then also we are not praising You in Your full glory."
Were the ten Sikh Masters who are recognized in history, of that same
stature, from Guru Nanak to Guru Gobind Singh?
They were the same. Now also you can see Them, that they are One.
You go in the higher planes and you will see Guru Nanak, Guru Gobind
Singh, Guru Ramdas . . .
What about the Tenth Master's assertion- "After I am gone then
Guru Granth Sahib will be the only Guru?"
First of all this saying is not in the Darbar Sahib (Guru Granth Sahib).
These words are not in the Darbar Sahib. I was also attached to this saying for a long time. I have performed the Pat'h of the Guru Granth
Sahib many times, but when I met Baba Bishan Das, I told the same
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thing t o him. He said that this hymn is not to be found in the Darbar
Sahib. Afterwards, for six months I searched in the Darbar Sahib but
when I couldn't find it there I was satisfied that this hymn does not exist
in the Darbar Sahib. But suppose that if he had said this thing, that was
only for the disciples at that time; but as we have not met Guru Gobind
Singh this does not apply t o us.
So we have to find a Master? Everybody has to find a person as their
Master?
Guru Nanak Sahib's Bani says so. You take any of the shabds [hymns]
of the Bani, they are all praising "Guru, Guru." The Bani is respectfully
appreciating Gurus, Saints, and Sadhus and is worth respecting but we
are not taking advantage of the Bani or following its advice. Guru Gobind Singh, whose Bani we are talking about, and who has read as well as
composed Bani in praise of the Saints, he could have written in the Darbar Sahib, "After me there will be no more Saints," but he has not. In
the Muslim tradition also I have read the Koran very carefully and have
found nowhere written that Mohammed Sahib says, "After me there
will be no Nabi, there will be no Prophet," but the orthodox Muslims
have made this rule; that there is no Prophet, n o Master, except Mohammed Sahib. Mahatmas come for all the world and their teaching is for all
the world. As long as they are living in the body, in this world, their
teachings are well understood and are propagated in their real meaning;
everybody gets benefit from that, but when they leave the body, the
disciples limit and confine the teachings only to a certain time, religion or
certain sect, and I understand that this is the greatest injustice to the
Mahatmas. Guru Nanak Sahib says, "It is not worth living, unless one
has the company of the Sadhu." Truly speaking, the appreciation and
the respect which I now have for the Gurbani, I didn't have before. After
meeting Hazur Kirpal my faith in Gurbani became firm; before that I
was not understanding what it was saying. When 1 understood by direct
experience I had more faith in it, because this is the Bani of Sant
Satgurus and only Sant Satgurus can make this Bani understood to us.
Only he can talk about the philosophy of Guru Nanak, who has reached
the plane where Guru Nanak lives.
I understand all that and I respect it a lot but, myself, I have not come
to the stage where I can accept that, and I'm practicing Sadhna and
reading the Gurbani, practicing yoga, practicing karma yoga, service
and so on, am I doing something wrong?
I will not tell you there is something wrong with that but I will tell you
my own experience: that I also did all those things but I didn't get any
peace of mind.
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There are some people who say they do get ultimate peace of mind.
My teacher Sri Singh Sahib, Harbhajan Yogi, feels that his blessing
came from Wahe Guru, not Satguru, not even Sri Guru first but Wahe
Guru. His reverence goes to Sri Guru Granth Sahib and he feels that
shanti [peace] came to him through those channels.
Achcha heh. If anyone has got Shanti, that is very good.
What I am concerned about is that some people, when theyfind a way
which works for them, say that everybody has to do it that way. I hope
that we don't have a case here of someone who has found a way which
works for them and then makes a universal declaration that everyone
must follow that way. I feel that such a statement actually has a negative
effect on the evolution of human spirit.
Saints never impose their path on anyone. And they never hate
anyone. Our Satguru Maharaj Ji used to say that if anyone is doing the
business ofpaisas [pennies, i.e, little business] and if you tell them to d o
the business of rupees [the greater business] and if he is getting angry
with that, then it is better to keep quiet and not to tell him your business
of doing with rupees. Master Sawan Singh Ji used to say that if you tell
one who is making a sword of paper, "This will deceive you and you will
be killed," and if by that he is displeased, there is no need to displease
him further, but let him d o it his own way. He will learn that he was
deceived and has done wrong by himself; no need to impose your suggestion on him. The disciples of the Saints come from all religions. If they
try to impose their own path on everybody, the people who form the
various religions cannot get any benefit from the Saints. Saints have
respect, not only for mankind, but even for animals, because they look
at the souls and not at any other labels or ornaments on the body; they
look to the soul. People from all religions can come to them without any
hesitations and ask any questions they want. Saints will also patiently
respond to that question, and they will not have any hatred. For them,
the enemy and the friend are one.
Are you teaching Surat Shabd Yoga? Initiating?
Yes.
Initiating into Surat Shabd Yoga?
Yes.
What is Shabd? How is that experienced? What is that experience?
When you are initiated, at that time this experience can be had. That
Shabd cannot be written or spoken or talked about.
What is Simran?
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Simran is the remembrance of anything again and again.

What is the relationship between Simran and Shabd?
Simran connects the soul with the Shabd, because Simran is the means
of forgetting the simran (or remembrance) of the world. Simran of God
is the means of forgetting the simran of the world, and the Shabd which
is sounding, emanating, from the court of God, that Simran connects
the soul with the Shabd.
What does it mean to be a Perfect Master?
One who reaches Sach Khand, the Realm of Truth.
So there could be many Perfect Masters at one time?
Guru Nanak and Kabir were contemporaries. Dadu Sahib and Guru
Angad also were at the same time.
In America and Canada, whar do you think of fhespiritual movemenf
among young people these days?
That is very good, if there will be more spiritual persons; good for that
land or that country.
What does thefuture hold for us? Many peoplesee great danger in (he
path which our civilization is taking, danger of wars, calamities, etc.
What does the future hold?
That will come. It came in the past also. Nobody can stop it.
What do you see as your function within Ruhani Satsang?
T o give peace to the soul as much as possible.

I have read in Guru Granth Sahib, that ifyou are in the company of a
holy man, ask him about the holy Naam. Would you please tell us about
that holy Naam?
Call that as the Naam o r call it as the Shabd (the Word). That is within
everyone and those who manifest that Shabd or Naam within them, they
become pure from inside. The Naam is also in Sach Khand, the Realm of
Truth, and this world is also created by that Naam. It comes in the Bani
also, "With the support of Naam, Khand (this world) and Brahmand
(the Beyond) all are sustained."

And the only way that Sant Ji sees for me to relate to the Naam is
through initiation? So the only way for me to find or experience the
Naam is through initiation by a Perfect Master?
Yes. He gives the experience of that Naam. Naam is not mere words.

How did Guru Nanak get his experience?
Guru Nanak was the Lord of this creation; he came from Sach Khand
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to this world in order to bring souls back to their Source. H e came to give
the connection and experience of Naam to the people of His time.
You mean He was graced with the experience, Himself? He was born
in that experience and He didn't have to learn it from somebody else?
There are many historians who have various views about that . . .
some historians say that He went to Kabir Sahib, some say that He had
connection with another Saint, some say that H e came direct, but we
should not bother about that. But I can tell you this; now also you can
meet Guru Nanak Sahib and you can ask Him yourself. This is the only
criterion by which you can judge correctly; you can go and see Him and
ask Him, because the historians' views are different. I have searched for
this also, reading many histories but to no avail; but when I met Hazur
Kirpal, this problem was solved. If you will write you write according t o
your understanding; if I would write, I would write according to my
understanding; so everybody has different views. Mold your life according to the Gurbani and now also you can go in the higher planes and
meet the Mahatmas and the Saints who came in the past. Gurbani is the
true evidence of all those things.
I was wondering what Sant Ji envisions as the function to the community, of Ruhani Satsang, like how does, what role does Ruhani Satsang play in the community, like are the teachings that come through
Ruhani Satsang, can they only be given through initiation, because, well
in our discipline we have like, a certain commitment, which is kind of
like an initiation, a commitment that is made, and thepeople in thatparticular path, we have a particular way of experience where we also have a
technique to pass on to people who don't have to commit totally or
become initiated or anything like that; is it only for the initiate? In order
to make the teachings available more expansive?
First of all a Ruhani Admi [a spiritual man] teaches in Satsang [a
spiritual gathering] to love everybody and to rise above the labels of
religions and communities; earn your own living and don't be a burden
on anyone, give up speaking lies, give up eating meat, drinking wine and
don't think evil of others. They teach that only he is a man who helps
others. And to have respect and appreciation for everybody, whether he
is a man or animal. Just as they keep respect for man, in the same way
they keep respect for woman. Anyone who has developed these good
qualities within can serve his country, his community, and his society
very well. Such a one carries out all his responsibilities very well, and
without seeking it, also gains the praise of the world.

The Master's Search for Us
July 12, 1977
Gleriwood Springs, Colorado

What is the value of learning the art of sound, of chanting, of doing
sacred dances like the kalma from the Sufis? I've found that certain
mantras are very effective as a means of elevating m y personal awareness
and as a means of healing myself when physically ill. The only trouble is
that sometimes Ifind myself doing Simran to the melody of one of those
chants andsometimes I find that I've switched to the other mantra in the
process. The difficulty of course is that Simran doesn't have any set way
to be sung inwardly. How do you feel about us using devotional chants
from other traditions other than our own when we prepare our spirit for
Satsang?
All this outward music or chanting, whether it is devotional or not,
can only intoxicate the mind because it is done on the level of the mind
and intellect. That's why it can d o only a little bit of good through the
mind. Our soul gets intoxication and happiness only when she listens to
the music of the Shabd Which is within us. Our soul isn't intoxicated
because of outward music, chanting devotional songs or whatever. It
dances only when it hears the Shabd, and only with the help of Simran
can we make our souls hear the music of the Shabd and make her dance.
These other things have value and are good after we have perfected
ourselves in meditation, after we have taken our soul up from the limit of
the mind. Then, it is good to listen to other forms of music; but if we d o
this before we have separated our soul from the mind, our mind will
make us forget Sirnran and we will become involved in all these things so
much that it will nor be good for us. The satsangi needs Simran and it is
not good if he spends all his time in learning the notes and chanting. If
you d o these things to earn your livelihood then it doesn't matter. But
for real devotion there is n o need to take help from any outward instrument or playing drums or things like that. You need only to d o Simran.
Anyway, you can chant bhajans in which you feel so much of Master's
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Love. Further, we should always sing the bhajans without too many instruments because they spoil the real meaning of the words. Once we
were sitting in satsang and there were some people who wanted to sing
bhajans and bring some instruments. The satsang hall was very small.
So, after satsang when I allowed them to play the music and sing the bhajam, the sound of the instruments was more than the sound of their
voices and that spoiled all the tranquility of the satsang. S o it is good to
chant without playing any instruments because it is more natural. Kabir
Sahib says, "To play all these musical instruments is an obstacle between
us and God, because we spend all the time thinking about them. In that
much time we could d o a lot of Simran." You see, when we are singing
the bhajans without using any instruments, our attention is always
toward the Master and in singing, we are thinking about Master. But, if
we are also playing instruments, our attention will go into the instrument
since we will always be afraid of making mistakes. This is no good.
Those who are playing instruments, even if they are sitting in front of
Master, are not looking at the Master but always have their attention on
their instruments. It would be better to go within and listen to the
sweetest melodies coming from within so that you will not become slaves
t o the outward senses. As far as Sant Mat is concerned, all these outward
forms of music, chanting, etc., are child's play.
I want to thank Him for coming here, for being with us.

I appreciate all the dear ones' love here. You are very loving people.
When Sat Purush granted this boon to Kal, He must have known (hat
Kal would abuse the gift. So why in that light did He grant the boon?
Because Kal served Sat Purush, God was pleased by the seva of Kal
and H e came in the control of the seva. That's why He gave him this
boon. H e gave him a place t o create the creation. H e gave him the souls.
Further, if there was no Negative Power the souls would not have
come into its control. When the soul undergoes the cycle of birth and
death and, after finally getting the human body goes back to Sach
Khand, she then realizes all this. When Bulleh Shah went to Sach Khand,
the souls who were there lovingly asked him, "How are You? Did You
get anything from the world? What have You brought from the world?"
He said, "What was there to bring here? My face is blackened. I have
come back with a blackened face and nothing else."

How can we best fulfill Master's wishes and still respect Him?
The way to have the greatest respect for the Master is by obeying
whatever H e says. And, you should never try to compete with Him because H e is the ocean and the disciple is a drop of that ocean. He is
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Almighty. He can d o whatever He wants. If a disciple doesn't respect his
Master, he can not progress. One who has respectful love for the Master
is the only one who can succeed. Hazur Maharaj Kirpal asked Master
Sawan Singh only this thing: "Give me the boon of respectful love for
You." All the Masters, those who are going within and those who are
perfect, all ask for the same boon-that their Master should give them
respectful love.
In Rajasthan, there was a wrestler named Purlin Singh. He was from a
place named Nagar. One of his disciples, after learning wrestling from
him, challenged his master to wrestle with him. Purlin Singh said, "You
know I am older than you and my body is not as strong as yours but still
if you will challenge me I will come and try to beat you." Even though he
was very old he went there because he was the master. And that disciple
defeated his master. Even though this incident happened 25 years ago
the people still remember it and still remark that such a disciple challenged his master and made him face defeat. So, in the worldly matters, if
we take anybody as our teacher, we should never try to compete with
him. We should never try to understand ourselves as equal to our teacher
because we have gotten everything from our teacher.
It's good for us to respect the disciples of our Master also. Once
Bulleh Shah had a wedding in his family so he invited the Master Inayat
Shah to come and attend the wedding. However, because Inayat Shah
was very busy, he sent one of his disciples who was from a low Muslim
caste. Because Bulleh Shah was of a very high caste, he and the other
guests at the wedding showed no respect to the disciple sent by Inayat
Shah. They didn't understand that their Master was residing within this
disciple, and mistreated him. When that disciple went back to Inayat
Shah and told him how he was not welcomed at the wedding, that he was
not shown any respect and was very badly treated, Inayat Shah became
displeased with Bulleh Shah. Finally, when Bulleh Shah came to Inayat
Shah, He said, "Oh Bulleh, I am very displeased with you. It is a sin to
drink water which is brought by you." After that, Inayat Shah didn't
give any grace to Bulleh Shah and all the color of Naam in which Bulleh
Shah was dyed soon went away. When Bulleh Shah realized his mistake,
his Master again started giving him grace. So it is better to show respect
to even the disciples of our Master.
Those who seek more respect, more love, for the Master are the ones
who succeed in this Path. Only they can go ahead. Master has respect for
everybody -all the people in this world-and even for all the animals. It
doesn't matter to Him whether a person is an initiate or not-He has
respect for everybody. So naturally it is also expected that those who
have respect for everybody should get respect from other people. Guru
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Nanak Sahib says, "Satguru is thinking about everyone's good. Those
who are thinking ill of Him-what are they going to get?"
You see, even in this worldly life when we love somebody it should be
full of respect. If we are not having respectful love for other members of
our family, it will spoil the loving atmosphere in the home. If sometimes
we love and other times we don't we can not maintain the love and loving
atmosphere at home. Our Beloved Guru was always allowing me to sit
next to Him on the dais. But still I was so much afraid of Him that I can't
describe it in words. And many times when He would embrace me, I was
feeling so afraid that it felt as if all the blood in me went dry because 1
had so much love and respect for Him. Satguru is all-conscious. He
knows everything that is going on within our hearts. He is Almighty. A
disciple is afraid of Him because of his own failings. That's why he
should have respect for God.

If an initiate dies and has to come back to this world, will the Master
be sure to find him?
You see, Master always comes and searches for the disciples because
the souls are blind and Master sees everything. Until a blind man calls
upon that person who sees, how can he get help from the person with vision? The initiates of Master Kirpal who are in this country should
realize that Master came here and searched for them and that then they
went to Master.
Anyway, the satsangis are never given birth again in this world. If a
satsangi has done very bad karmas which can not be forgiven in this life,
only then is he given another birth in this world. And then also will he
come in contact with Master and Master will take care of him in the next
world.
We d o not know what it is which inspires us from within to go in the
company of Saints because we are away from God now and are in the
kingdom of the mind. That desire which comes from within is coming
from God. You will see that the mind will always tell you to go away
from these things. Hazur used to say, "Those who are saying that they
are going to the satsang, that they are doing the meditation, have not yet
had their inner vision opened and d o not know what it is which is making
them d o all these things. But, when their veil is lifted and when they see
what is happening within, then they will say that Master is doing
everything. Master is bringing them to satsang, Master Himself is coming into satsang doing meditation and making us meditate."
If a satsangi is given one more birth in this world then his thoughts will
also be much more rarified than the other people and right from his birth
he will have thoughts of God. Until he gets Master he will not have any
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peace of mind. Hazur Maharaj Sawan Singh used to relate one incident:
"There was a father and son living in Agra when the plague was
spreading. When the son was on his deathbed his father was weeping bitterly and the son said, 'Father, you don't have t o weep because I'm not
going to die. I'm going to get a new birth. I'm going to get a new life. In
my last life I was a tree when some disciple of Swami Ji Maharaj came
and took one of my branches. It was given to Swami Ji Maharaj and he
used one piece of the branch for a toothbrush. And because H e was a
perfect Saint He graciously gave me this human body. But, because I
came from the body of a tree my intellect was not sharp and was not fully
developed. That's why I didn't get anywhere in this lifetime. But next
time, Swami Ji Maharaj is going to give me a new life which will lead me
back to my home.' "
Satsangis should always try not to think about the next life. They
should always request Master, "0 Master, never bring us back again into this world. Liberate us in this lifetime." Master used to say, "Some of
us are like spoiled prisoners who are always returning t o the jail. When
they are set free they say to the jailer, 'Keep room for me. Take care of
my clothing and vessels. I'm coming back after a few days.' " So Master
used to say, "We should never tell Kal, the Negative Power, 'Keep room
for us in the world. We are coming back.' " Master Sawan Singh Ji used
to tell about one place of pilgrimage in Rajasthan called Pushkar where
the people think that by bathing in the holy water of that place one gets
the human body in the next lifetime. Once, a man was going there to
have a holy bath and a person asked, "Why are you going there? What's
the importance of bathing there?'' He replied, "One gets a human body
in the next lifetime." So that other man laughed at him and said, "Why
are you expecting to come back again? Whatever you are supposed to d o
in the human body, why wait for the next lifetime? Why don't you d o it
now?" So Master Sawan Singh Ji used t o say, "Whatever we are supposed to d o should be done in this lifetime. We should not expect to be
given another human life in which to d o it."
You see, God has showered much grace and mercy on us and that's
why He has given us this human body. H e has given us the opportunity
to unite with Him. All the bodies are enjoying themselves in all the things
of this world-all the pleasures, all the pains and unhappiness. We have
got parents, mothers, fathers, relatives in all these-bodies. Further, all
these bodies, human bodies, animals, plants, spirits, insects-everybody
is enjoying happiness and suffering pain. If there is any special importance in getting the human body, it is only that we can d o such a thing
with this human body that others cannot do and that is the devotion of
God.
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The Path with which we can realize God and unite with God is made
by God Himself and nobody can alter that Path. No Mahatma, no
Master, can ever increase o r decrease the Path and nobody can d o
anything at all to alter it. All the perfect Mahatmas, whether they came
five thousand, two thousand, five hundred, o r two hundred and fifty
years ago, have all put souls onto the same Path back to God. And the
Mahatmas W h o are coming straight from the Kingdom of God, Sach
Khand, show the same Path to the souls. In the future it will also be this
way, because this Path is the natural Path. By practicing this Path we
need not practice any outside rites or rituals. When God creates the body
in the womb of the mother, H e knows when H e has to attach the eyes,
nose, legs, hands, and everything. And when He is doing that job, He
Himself is creating the body, He Himself is fixing all the parts of the
body in the right way. At the same time that He is creating the human
body, H e is also giving the soul the Path which will lead it back to God.
Further, H e Himself comes to us in the bodies of Mahatmas and tells the
secret of that Path to the souls. When Mahatmas first come They lovingly help us to understand that God, the One W h o has created us, the One
W h o is the sustainer of all creation, is not on any high mountain, nor in
any temple, mosque or church, but is within us. Everybody's God is
within them. The Mahatma is telling us to practice this Path in order to
realize God because that Mahatma has already realized God by the same
Path.
T o give Naam initiation is not only to give the knowledge of human
birth but it is the attention of the Master. At the time of initiation into
Naam, Masters explain very carefully how we are to collect our scattered
thoughts within us for Simran and how we are to rise up. But very few
people come on this Path; only those chosen by God in Sach Khand
come on this Path. Only they can practice this Path. Kabir Sahib was the
first Saint tocome in this mortal world in all the four ages. Whenever He
came, the Negative Power gave Him a very hard time. He always tried to
fight with Him because any soul who is initiated by a perfect Master will
never come into the snare of the Negative Power again. Whenever Kabir
Sahib came, the Negative Power told him, "You have come here t o spoil
my creation." And when Kabir Sahib didn't stop doing His work, the
Negative Power would say, "All right, if You are not going to stop Your
work, I'm going to start my work. You are telling the souls not to eat
meat and drink wine. But I will d o such a thing that not only the men but
even the women will start t o eat meat and drink wine. Everywhere people
will eat meat and drink wine." And then he said, "You will go and tell
people not to eat meat and drink wine, not to d o any bad deeds, and to
d o the devotion. But since Your devotion is very difficult, I will spoil the
people's minds from within and in that way nobody will believe in You."
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This is the reason we are hesitating to come onto the Path of the Masters:
because Masters tell us to give up eating meat, to be vegetarian, and to
get up early in the morning and meditate. If anybody would tell us that
we could go on eating meat and drinking wine and all the other things
which we are doing and still get God in our next lifetime doing only outward practices, we would be very happy to d o them because in that way
we wouldn't have to sacrifice anything. But without sacrifice we cannot
get anything even in this world. You see how we keep the temples,
churches, and mosques-all the religious places where we think that God
is residing?-how we keep them pure and how we appreciate them since
we created them with our own hands. But the churches, gurdwaras, and
temples are not the real churches. This human body is the real church
which was made by God Himself. How we are defiling this body!
Sometimes we put meat into it, sometimes we put wine, sometimes we d o
bad deeds with this body. How can you think that God who is very high
and pure will come inside when we are eating meat and drinking wine?
Nobody likes to sit in a dirty place. Not even a dog will d o that. He will
first come and clean that place before sitting there. So how can God
come and manifest within us, the dirty people?
We can deceive the world and we can even deceive our own selves by
not doing the devotion of God. But the God Which is residing within us
cannot be deceived. Our Master used to say, "If you want to store the
milk of a tigress, you need a golden vessel." In the same way, if you want
to manifest God within you, you need to make your heart very clean and
pure.
Only those souls on whom God is very merciful come to do the devotion of God. When God sees that these souls have wandered in many
bodies and have had a very hard time with much suffering and pain H e
knows that they need to get the human body. Now H e wants them to d o
the devotion and come back to Him only through this Path. Guru Nanak
Sahib says, "Oh Nanak, only they can meet the Master who were suffering in that way. Only they are made to meet the Master-those who are
chosen by God." Guru Nanak Sahib says, "The unfortunate ones can
never realize God no matter if Master is sitting right next to them or they
are always in His company. But if God is not showering Grace on them,
if God is not merciful on them, they can never get any benefit from the
Master." You can read in the history of Guru Nanak how people came
from far-away countries like Ceylon and from many different parts of
the world to get His darshan. And even people of India came from all
over to see Him and get initiation from Him. But His parents didn't
understand Him and didn't get any benefit from Him. His father even
used to give Him beatings and rebuke Him!
T o get the devotion, to start doing the devotion, is just like getting a
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jewel. You go and ask those who have got the wealth of devotion.
Nothing from this world is going to go with us-no relatives, n o wealth,
n o materials of this world, no kingdoms. Nothing will go with us. If people could take the worldly wealth or materials o r anything from this
earth what would have happened? Those who left this world, our
forefathers and other people, would have taken all the wealth and they
would have left nothing for us. S o when all these things didn't go with
them, how can we expect these things will go with us? The only thing
which will go with us is God. S o it is better to realize God and see God
before we leave. But where is God? Kabir Sahib says, "Just as there is oil
in the seed and fire in the stone, in the same way your God, your Beloved, is within you. If you can manifest Him, if you can awaken Him W h o
is residing within you, you should d o that before you leave this earth."
Mahatmas d o not come to make any new religions or to break any
religions of yours. They say, "Remain in whatever religion you like. Do
whatever practices you want to do. But, remaining in your society, your
community, d o that which we are telling you. And remaining in your
society, your community, your culture, you can still practice this Path
and go back to your real home, Sach Khand."

Master, can I tell a meditation experience from when I was little?
Yes.
Usually when I was lying down and was sick I'd rise up to, I'm sure it
was the third eye, and I would have no body. M y body would shrink
right up to that point and I would be in a state of all light. I wouldn't see
any form, it would just be all light. I wondered if that was where that
was?
In many people the light starts coming right from childhood. When a
man is involved in lust, the light goes away which was there previously in
his childhood. If chastity is maintained and all the semen is stored in the
body, that storage of semen gives such light that one feels much bliss and
happiness enjoying that light. Before I got initiation from Baba Bishan
Das, he would talk about the light inside. Because 1 was seeing light inside me I was happy and I thought that 1 was seeing the same light which
he was talking about. But that light doesn't lead us anywhere. This is
also a type of deception. But one who is having this light, one who has
maintained his body and kept it chaste, if he gets initiated he can progress by leaps and bounds. Nothing in this world can be an obstacle in his
way.
Only the jeweler knows the value of the jewels. Those people who
recognized Master Sawan Singh were seeing two flames of light always
going on in His forehead. Master Sawan Singh's face used to be such
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that those who were having a little bit of control over their soul and those
who were keeping a little bit of concentration would always feel a pull
whenever they would see Him. But those who had bad karmas would not
feel that pull when they saw Him because they were dirty. The pure souls
would feel a great pull when they would look at Master Sawan Singh.
This pull would come through His face. People who were not initiates of
Master Sawan Singh would also praise Master Sawan Singh's beautiful
face. They would say, "We don't know what this inner beauty is, what
miracle H e performs from the inside, but outwardly H e is so radiant, so
beautiful, that from every single hair of His beard the light comes but.
His face is so beautiful that we have never seen another like it before."
Physically, He was so beautiful that I have never seen another person as
beautiful as Master Sawan Singh. He came into this world in such a form
that I have never seen any other person like Him in all the parts of India
in which I have traveled. That's why Master Sawan Singh used t o lay
great emphasis on maintaining chastity and storing our vital fluid.
Could You speak about the relative importance of becoming set in
meditation in relation to having Master's darshan as much as possible?
Becoming set?
Set, regular and really applying oneself as much as possible. The comparative relative importance between really applying ourselves to meditating as much as possible or to be trying to have the physical presence,
darshan of the Master.
The real meaning of meditation is to manifest the Radiant Form of the
Master within and have His darshan. As long as you have not done this,
you need to have the outward, the physical darshan of the Master. If you
have contacted That within, then there is n o need t o come for the outward darshan. I've talked about a devoted disciple of Master Sawan
Singh who would go and embrace the feet of animals saying, "Master
Sawan Singh is sitting there." And when Master Sawan Singh would d o
the satsang, he would not go. Some people complained and asked him,
"Why aren't you coming to satsang?" He'd tell them, "Why d o I need
to go there? Whatever He is telling me to do, I am doing it here. H e is sitting here; why d o I need to go there?'' So the same people went to Master
Sawan Singh complaining about that disciple. Master Sawan Singh
replied, "You should also become like him." This is not a normal thing.
Not everybody can d o that. Only one in a million can d o it. You should
not copy them, those who have reached the court of God. That's why in
this case we should try to take advantage of darshan because darshan
also pays off a lot of our karmas.

The Value of Parshad
July 20, 1977
Sant Bani Ashram/El Bosque de Kirpal
Bogota, Colombia

When we have parshad, how should we use it?
As soon as you get the parshad, you should eat it.
Should we eat it and then sit down for meditation? Eat it all at once?
It will be better if you meditate after eating parshad. We people do not
appreciate the parshad given by the Masters. In the parshad given by the
Masters there is a lot of their spiritual power. We people take parshad
and keep it in the bottle and do not eat it for many, many years.
If one has enough parshad, a little bit too much-not too much-if we
haveparshad, should weshare with otherpeople orshould we keep itfor
ourselves?
This is an incident of my own life, that once my beloved Satguru gave
me a lot of parshad. It was more than enough for me, but until I ate it all,
I did not come out from the room. Many dear ones were sitting outside.
A lot of foodstuff was brought for giving parshad to the people and
everybody got a lot of parshad from Master. But because I was sitting in
the room and eating the rest of the parshad, people thought that maybe I
had gotten some special parshad from Master. And they requested me to
share with them. But I didn't give them even a little bit of parshad and I
didn't come out from the room until I had eaten it all up.
Parshad has much greatness: it carries a lot of grace of the Master.
Once Guru Gobind Singh, when he was defeated by the Moghul army,
came to one village in the Punjab named Bina. At that time it was very
difficult for him to take refuge in anybody's house because the Moghul
army was so strong, and they had told all the people that those who gave
shelter to Guru Gobind Singh would be murdered. So nobody was ready
to give Him shelter. But there were two brothers named Lokmere and
Shamere, and they were disciples of Guru Gobind Singh. Without having any fear of the Moghul army, they allowed the Master to come and
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stay in their house. When the Governor of Punjab came to know about
this, he wrote a letter to Lokmere and Shamere saying, "He is a fugitive
of the government and you should bring Him to the court, otherwise you
will be put to death." But because both of them were very devoted
disciples o f Guru Gobind Singh, they wrote back to the governor, whose
name was Mujit Khan, "You can capture Guru Gobind Singh only after
killing us. As long as we are alive nobody can kill Him." So Guru Gobind Singh stayed in their house for six months, and they served Him
with their whole heart; and H e was very pleased with their seva.
Once Guru Gobind Singh gave some parshad to Shamere and told him
to eat, and to give it to the other members of his family. The Master told
him that this parshad would cut the cycle of births and deaths of him and
his family. So when Shamere came with the parshad to his family, his
uncle, who was devoted to Sultan Pir (Sultan Pir was a mahatma in India: nobody knows when he was born or when he died, but people still
believe that he was God), told him, "How can he give you anything
when he himself is homeless?" So he didn't have any faith in the parshad
given by Guru Gobind Singh. He frightened Shamere by telling him,
"Sultan Pir will come and give you trouble, because you are not believing in him and you are believing in Guru Gobind Singh."
So Shamere, because he was afraid of his uncle, didn't eat the parshad
and he didn't give it to anybody else. He dug a small ditch in the ground
and he put the parshad in that. But some of the little girls in his family,
who saw this, came and took out the parshad from the ground and ate it.
So when Shamere came back to Guru Gobind Singh, He told him that
that parshad was going to cut the cycle of births and deaths of his family
and it was very bad that he did not take advantage of it. "But," Guru
Gobind Singh told him, "because the little girls have eaten that parshad,
it will d o good for them. And from now on in your family, no girl will remain without any children."
Then, because Guru Gobind Singh was still pleased with him, he gave
His horse to Shamere and told him, "You go around wherever you want
and the place you will cover with the horse will be yours." Shamere was
still under the influence of his uncle who had told him, "How can he give
you anything, when he himself is homeless?" But on the other side he
was afraid of Guru Gobind Singh, so he went around the village taking
the Master's horse.
When he came back, Guru Gobind Singh told him, "1 wanted to give
you the kingdom of all this world but still you didn't take advantage of
my boon. Now I am giving you one more chance because I am very
pleased with you, and you can ask for anything you like from me." So
Shamere said to Guru Gobind Singh, "I am very much afraid that if you
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will give me any outward thing I will not be able to take advantage of
that." Then he requested Him, "Please cut the pain of births and
deaths, and don't send me into the cycle of 84 lakhs births and deaths."
S o Guru Gobind Singh told him to go and sleep, and in the dreams he
saw all the lives which he had to live. In the end he saw that he was going
to be born in a very poor family and once there was going to be a
drought, and he had to go into the forest to cut some wood. When he
went to cut the wood, on the tree there was some fruit also; and he was
eating one of those fruits when he suddenly fell down from the tree. And
when he woke up he still had the fruit in his mouth. So in that way all his
karmas were finished in the dreams.
When he came back to Guru Gobind Singh, he thanked him and told
him, "I have undergone all the sufferings in the dreams." Then the
Master told him, "All your karmas are finished and you will not have to
go in any birth and death, and now the door of Guru Nanak is open to
you and you are already liberated."
This was an incident of three hundred years back; but still the family
from whom the girls ate the parshad, in that family there has been no girl
who has not had children. The power of the parshad still works in that
family. The area which Shamere covered with the horse of Guru Gobind
Singh is still owned by that family. This is the greatness of parshad.
Bhai Dhyan Singh was a devoted disciple of Guru Gobind Singh.
Once he sent his son named Bishamber Singh to hear the satsang of the
Master. He gave him five hundred rupees to give as a donation to Guru
Gobind Singh. When he came to the Master he saw that there were lots
of things in the Ashram. So he thought, "What is the need of giving this
five hundred rupees as a donation to this place?-because already there
is lots of wealth here." But when he heard the satsang of Guru Gobind
Singh, because other people were also giving, he felt that he should also
give. But in his mind he thought, "My father is a crazy one, that he is
spending this five hundred rupees uselessly." But anyway, when he gave
the five hundred rupees, Guru Gobind Singh gave him some parshad;
but that was only a few pieces of sweets and some corn. So when he got
that much in return for five hundred rupees, he became very sad;
because in those days five hundred rupees was a very great amount. O n
his way back home he spend one night at another satsangi's home,
because in those days there were no motors, no cars, no jeeps, and the
traveling was very slow. They were also disciples of Guru Gobind Singh,
and they were very poor; but when they asked him, "From where have
you come?" and he replied, "I went to hear the satsang of Guru Gobind
Singh," they were very pleased to know that, and they started serving
him. Somebody was giving him massage, somebody was washing his
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feet, and whatever they had they were serving him. So Bishamber
thought, "They are also crazy like my father, that they are serving me."
When they asked, "Did you get any parshad from Guru Gobind
Singh?" he said, "Yes, my father gave me five hundred rupees and I
gave that t o Guru Gobind Singh, and in return He gave me only a few
pieces of sweets. My father has done very poor merchandise and 1 have
lost in this business." But because they were very devoted to Guru Gobind Singh, they asked him if he would like to sell that parshad to them.
H e said, "Yes, 1 will be very glad to give you this parshad if you will give
me my five hundred rupees back." So that poor family bought that parshad from that person. They were so poor they had to sell the vessels of
their home in order to collect that five hundred rupees. After getting the
money, Bishamber continued on his way home. On the journey, he did
some business with that money and he earned a lot more from that. But
on the other side, the family who ate that parshad with full faith and
devotion for the Master, their inner vision was opened and whatever
business they did, they made a lot of profit, and in that way, in due
course of time, they became very wealthy.
When Bishamber came back to his father, carrying lots of money, he
gave that money to his father; but after a few days it so happened with
his Master's will that whatever business Dhyan Singh was doing, he was
losing in that. So after some time he became poor. Then Dhyan Singh
asked his son, "When you went to Guru Gobind Singh, did He give you
any parshad?' He replied, "Yes, He gave me some corn and some
sweets, but on the way back I met a crazy one like you, and he bought
that parshad from me, giving me the five hundred rupees back." And
then Dhyan Singh realized that he had lost a lot. H e rebuked his son and
told him, "There was Master's Grace in that parshad, and you have lost
that; that's why I am losing in my business."
So he took his son and went back to the poor family who had bought
that parshad from his son and he requested them, "Please give me that
parshad back; I am ready to give you double or triple the amount of
money which you gave t o my son." But they replied, "We have already
eaten that parshad, and that parshad has opened our inner vision. Moreover, that parshad is the main reason for our prosperity. From where can
we give you that parshad?" Dhyan Singh requested them, "At least you
say that you have given us parshad." But he replied, "I can't d o that.
But I can go with you to Guru Gobind Singh and plead on your behalf."
So Dhyan Singh, his son, and that other person went to the Master, and
they requested Him to forgive them. Guru Gobind Singh replied to
them, "I can again give you those few pieces of sweets and corn, but in
that parshad there was a lot of grace; now you have to meditate to
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receive that same amount of grace."
In the same way, only a few people understand and appreciate the
greatness of parshad. But foolish people like us d o not appreciate the
parshad, and that's why we share it with others, or sometimes we sell it.
Once when Guru Gobind Singh came to Rajasthan, H e stayed overnight at one Muslim's house, and the bed on which H e slept is still with
that Muslim family. The Sikh people are ready to give thousands of
rupees for that, but they will not give that bed to them. Even though in
the Punjab the Sikh people were ruling, and the government of Punjab
requested help from the government of Rajasthan to force that family to
give that bed to the Sikhs, still that man refused, and said, "This is the
parshad of our Master, and my fathers and forefathers have kept this. I
won't give you this at any cost."
If I tell you all the stories of Guru Gobind Singh, all the things which
He did in Punjab and Rajasthan, you will find that many things are still
working and having the grace of Guru Gobind Singh in those places,
even though those things happened three hundred years back. Hazur
Kirpal was also the same Power Who came to this world, and He also
gave a lot of parshad to this world, and through His parshad He gave a
lot of His grace. And we people took advantage of that personality,
depending upon our faith and depending upon our receptivity. And now
also, those who are having full faith in Him, they are receiving His grace
according to their receptivity.

